Developing Our Faith

A Good Telling
Bringing Worship to Life with Story
Kristin Maier
This guide to storytelling in worship provides techniques for good storytelling, plus practice exercises to help readers learn to employ them. *Skinner House*
Item 5111 | $16.00

Around the Church, Around the Year
Unitarian Universalism for Kindergarten to Grade 2
Jan Evans-Till
This year-long program helps young children understand the faith and practices of our UU community.
Item 1006 | $30.00

Beyond Absence
A Treasury of Poems, Quotations and Readings on Death and Remembrance
Edward Searl
Words ancient and modern on life’s final passage, useful for composing eulogies, readings at memorial services, funerals and writing sympathy and condolence cards. *Skinner House*
Item 7308 | $15.00

Bless This Child
A Treasury of Poems, Quotations and Readings to Celebrate Birth
Edward Searl
Nearly 200 selections of prose, poems, blessings and readings gathered to welcome and honor children. *Skinner House*
Item 7307 | $14.00

Building Your Own Theology, Volume 1
Introduction, Second Edition
Richard Gilbert
Based on the assumption that everyone is their own theologian, this classic UU adult education program invites participants to develop their own personal credos
Item 1004 | $16.00

Building Your Own Theology, Volume 2
Exploring, Second Edition
Richard Gilbert
Continues the credo development process by focusing on various theological questions to help participants grow in their ability to understand and articulate their own belief systems
Item 1092 | $16.00

Building Your Own Theology, Volume 3
Ethics, Second Edition
Richard Gilbert
The final book in the curriculum invites participants to apply their beliefs, values and convictions to particular ethical situations
Item 1079 | $16.00

Centering
Navigating Race, Authenticity, and Power in Ministry
Mitra Rahnema, Editor
A joint project of the Committee for Antiracism, Anti-oppression, and Multiculturalism of the UUMA and Skinner House Books, *Centering* is the first book to center the stories, analysis, and insight of Unitarian Universalists of color offering their religious leadership. *Skinner House*
Item 6410| $18.00

Chalice Children
A Unitarian Universalist Preschool Curriculum
Katie Erslev
Based on the premise that children learn best through experience, this program helps nurture spiritual growth, creativity and a sense of community through imaginative activities and rituals such as rhymes and finger plays.
Item 1860 | $30.00

Come Sing a Song with Me
A Songbook for All Ages
Edited by Melodie Feather
Twenty-five of the most popular and accessible songs from *Singing the Living Tradition* and *Singing the Journey* in simple arrangements for families, summer camps, RE and multigenerational worship. *Skinner House*
Item 1266 | $14.00

Coming of Age Handbook for Congregations
Sarah Gibb Milspaugh
Comprehensive and practical, *Coming of Age Handbook for Congregations* is a treasury of tools for the religious educator of adolescents
Item 1161 | $30.00

Conversations with the Sacred
A Collection of Prayers
Manish Mishra-Marzetti Jennifer Kelleher
Bringing alive the heartfelt words and artwork contributed by creators diverse in spiritual perspective and identity, *Conversations with the Sacred* is a moving testimony to the power of prayer.
Item 3145 | $16.00
Creating Justice Together  
Service Projects for Families and Multigenerational Groups  
Susan Lawrence  
Multigenerational service projects from Tapestry of Faith, such as cooking in a homemade solar oven, writing to a soldier serving overseas, and making a welcome kit for a new neighbor.  
Item 5295 | $15.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 5295</td>
<td>Faith for the Unbeliever: Reflections on faith, especially for those who are not traditionally religious. Using engaging stories, and with reflection questions after each chapter, this small book of wisdom helps to make faith more accessible for all.</td>
<td>Daniel Chesney Kanter</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 6530</td>
<td>Essex Conversations: Reflections on faith, especially for those who are not traditionally religious. Using engaging stories, and with reflection questions after each chapter, this small book of wisdom helps to make faith more accessible for all.</td>
<td>Daniel Chesney Kanter</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 1093</td>
<td>Evensong for Families: An Eight-Week Series of Gatherings</td>
<td>Barbara Hamilton-Holway</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 1014</td>
<td>Great Occasions: Readings for the Celebration of Birth, Coming-of-Age, Marriage, and Death</td>
<td>Carl R. Seaburg</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 7105</td>
<td>Heart to Heart: Fourteen Gatherings for Reflection and Sharing</td>
<td>Christine Robinson</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 7106</td>
<td>Listening Hearts: Fourteen Gatherings for Reflection and Sharing</td>
<td>Christine Robinson</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 4464</td>
<td>In Praise of Animals: A Treasury of Poems, Quotations and Readings</td>
<td>Edward Searl</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 7177</td>
<td>Neighboring Faiths: Exploring World Religions with Junior High Youth</td>
<td>Christine Reed</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your purchase from inSpirit contributes directly to the work of the Unitarian Universalist Association to support our congregations.
different faith traditions.

Item 1100 | $24.00

One and Universal
Prayers and Meditations from
Around the World
John P Midgley
A collection of descriptions that
celebrates the rich diversity of
Unitarian and Universalist
worship styles. *Skinner House*
Item 7404 | $12.00

Our Whole Lives, Grades K-1
Barbara Sprung
Supports parents in educating
children about birth, babies,
bodies and families

Item 1105 | $40.00

Our Whole Lives, Grades 4-6
Elizabeth M. Casparian and Eva
S. Goldfarb
8-session program for learning
about and discussing the
physical and emotional changes
of puberty.

Item 1106 | $40.00

Our Whole Lives, Grades 7-9, Second Edition
Pamela Wilson
A sexuality education program
for youth that models and
teaches caring, compassion,
respect, and justice

Item 1170 | $75.00

Our Whole Lives, Grades 10-12
Elizabeth M. Casparian and Eva
S. Goldfarb
Using a comprehensive
approach, this program helps
senior-high youth gain the
knowledge, life principles and
skills they need to express their
sexuality in life-enhancing ways

Item 1108 | $60.00

Our Whole Lives
Sexuality Education for
Young Adults, Ages 18-35
Michael Tino
Helps participants navigate
young adulthood with accurate
information, increased self-
knowledge, enhanced safety
and strengthened interpersonal
skills

Item 1124 | $40.00

Our Whole Lives, Adults
Richard Kimball
Builds understanding of healthy
sexual relationships, affirms
diversity and helps participants
accept and affirm their own
sexuality throughout their lives

Item 1109 | $60.00

Our Whole Lives, Older
Adults
Melanie Davis
A holistic sexuality education
curriculum for older adults.
Comprehensive and
progressive, this program
addresses sexuality with
sensitivity and respect for older
adults’ wisdom and life
experience.

Item 1068 | $60.00

Rejoice Together
Prayers, Meditations and Other
Readings for Family, Individual
and Small-Group Worship,
Second Edition
Helen Pickett
This book is designed to help
laypersons plan and conduct
simple worship services or
special ceremonies in families
and small-group settings.

*Skinner House*
Item 5311 | $12.00

Scripture Unbound
A Unitarian Universalist
Approach
Jonalu Johnstone
This insightful guide provides an
introduction to reading sacred
texts, discusses UU views of
scripture, and suggests ways to
use sacred texts within
congregations. *Skinner House*
Item 6998 | $20.00

Sexuality and Our Faith,
Grades K-1
A Companion to Our Whole
Lives
Morris Hoerdtdoerfer
Supports and nurtures the three
Rs of our religious education
about human sexuality -
respect, relationship and
responsibility

Item 1110 | $18.00

Sexuality and Our Faith,
Grades 4-6
A Companion to Our Whole
Lives
Morris Hoerdtdoerfer
Affirms church as a place to ask
questions in the search for
truth, meaning and
understanding

Item 1111 | $18.00

Sexuality and Our Faith
A Companion to Our Whole
Lives for Young Adults
Mandy Keithan
Helps participants apply their
religious values to issues such as
body image, birth control,
sexual health, sexual fantasizing
and family life

Item 1125 | $18.00

Sexuality and Our Faith,
Adults
A Companion to Our Whole
Lives
Judith Frediani
Invites adults to strengthen
connections between their
sexuality and spirituality,
between their values and their
behavior, between themselves

www.uua.org/bookstore | Order by phone 1-800-215-9076
Sexuality and Our Faith, Older Adults
A Companion to Our Whole Lives
Richard S. Kimball
Judith Galas
This religious supplement to Our Whole Lives for Older Adults provides the spiritual tools to undertake a sexuality education program rich with reflection, conversation, meaning making, and personal growth.
Item 1069 | $20.00

Sexuality and Our Faith, Grades 10-12
A Companion to Our Whole Lives
Morris & Gibb et al.
In these religious supplements, participants reflect on how their religious values connect with what they are learning in the classroom and experiencing outside the classroom.
Item 1113 | $18.00

Sexuality and Our Faith, Grades 7-9, Second Edition
Melanie Davis, Ann Hanson, Melissa Lopez
This religious supplement to Our Whole Lives, Grades 7-9, emphasizes the development of religious community, spiritual depth, prophetic vision, and action for justice.
Item 1171 | $18.00

Soul to Soul
Fourteen Gatherings for Reflection and Sharing
Christine Robinson
Covering wide-ranging topics such as addiction, grieving and personal resilience, Soul to Soul offers new opportunities to explore life issues with others.
Skinner House
Item 1116 | $12.00

Sparks of Wonder
Theme Based Ministry for the Whole Congregation
Rebecca Brooks, Erika Hewitt
Omnibus collection of services, readings, songs, and programs for all aspects of church life, related to five evocative themes: Humility, Journey, Chaos, Power, and God. Skinner House
Item 7736 | $20.00

Story, Song and Spirit
Fun and Creative Worship Services for All Ages
Erika Hewitt
Hewitt offers new ways to celebrate the beginning of the church year, Christmas, coming of age and Earth Day, as well as services for any time. Skinner House
Item 4938 | $12.00

Telling Our Tales
Stories and Storytelling for All Ages, Second Edition
Jeanette S Ross
Traditional and original tales from around the world. Ross, a seasoned storyteller, examines the capacity of stories to offer comfort, inspiration, and connection. Skinner House
Item 8196 | $18.00

Tending the Flame
The Art of Unitarian Universalist Parenting
Michelle Richards
In this first-of-its-kind guide to Unitarian Universalist parenting, mother and experienced religious educator Michelle Richards encourages a practical and proactive approach to raising Unitarian Universalist children. Skinner House
Item 4921 | $14.00

The Advocacy Manual for Sexuality Education Health and Justice
Resources for Communities of Faith
Sarah Gibb Milspaugh
Guidelines for introducing comprehensive sexuality education programming to your congregation or community.
Item 1116 | $12.00

The Complete Guide to Small Group Ministry
Saving the World Ten at a Time
Robert T Hill
Readers will learn why we need covenant groups and how best to convene, nurture and encourage them. Skinner House
Item 7743 | $18.00

The Gift of Faith
Tending the Spiritual Lives of Children, Second Edition
Jeanne T. Nieuwejaar
By sharing her own experiences, Nieuwejaar shows that religious community can play an integral role in clarifying and deepening the faith of parents, who inevitably are children's primary religious educators. Skinner House
Item 3812 | $10.00

The Parent Guide to Our Whole Lives, 2nd Ed.
Patricia Hoertdoerfer
A session-by-session guide to what children will learn through the OWL curriculum. Helps parents answer children's tough questions about sexuality issues. For grades K through 6.
Item 1097 | $15.00

The Seven Principles in Word and Worship
Ellen Brandenburg
Essays, prayers, chalice lightings, litanies, meditations and worship readings on each Principle—helping us reflect on their significance and the ways they call us to ethical action and deeper spirituality. *Skinner House*
Item 5274 | $12.00

The Shared Pulpit
A Sermon Seminar for Lay People
Erika Hewitt
A workshop guide to develop preaching experience among lay people. This 8-session seminar includes a leader’s guide, readings, sample sermons, and exercises to help first-time preachers polish their craft. *Skinner House*
Item 7462 | $14.00

The Spirit that Moves
Readings and Rituals for Times of Change and Transition
Barbara Child
A wealth of worship materials to help you and your congregation turn transition into transformation. *Skinner House*
Item 7526 | $16.00

Timeless Themes
Stories from the Hebrew and Christian Bibles
Nannene Gowdy, Mary Ann Moore, Marjorie Skwire
Introduces the rich biblical literature central to our UU heritage. 34 sessions with Bible stories, creative games and activities. Includes a glossary of biblical terms, resources and handouts.
Item 1062 | $18.00

Timeless Themes
Complete Program for Grades 3 and 4
Nannene Gowdy
Timeless Themes: Stories from the Hebrew and Christian Bibles for Grades 3 and 4, Bible Songs on Timeless Themes Songbook and a CD with songs from this songbook.
Item 1059 | $38.00

To This I Give My Heart
A Coming of Age Journal
Bart Frost
Coming of age in Unitarian Universalism is an important step on your path to adulthood. Use this journal as a companion and tool on your journey.
Item 2021 | $12.00

We Are Many, We Are One
A Unitarian Universalist Preschool Curriculum
Colleen McDonald
Stories, games and projects encourage children to honor themselves, their religious community, nature and cultures from around the world. *UUA*
Item 1857 | $30.00

We Pledge Our Hearts
A Treasury of Poems, Quotations and Readings to Celebrate Love and Marriage
Edward Searle
This collection contains over 200 diverse poems, reflections and meditations on love, marriage and commitment. *Skinner House*
Item 7273 | $15.00

Web of Youth Ministry
Beth Dana
How to include high school youth more broadly in the life of the congregation. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 5171 | $9.00

Worship That Works
Theory and Practice for Unitarian Universalists, Second Edition
Wayne Arnason
The second edition of this classic UU text includes revisions and new chapters on multicultural worship, multigenerational worship, and new models of services for contemporary practices. *Skinner House*
Item #5586 | $18.00

You Are Not Alone
Paul Langston-Daley
It can be lonely holding countercultural values or identities. Unitarian Universalist congregations aspire to be a spiritual home for all. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3136 | $9.00

Youth Ministry Advising
2nd edition
UUA RE
Offers a full complement of tools and strategies for youth advisors and religious educators, ministers, and other adults who are committed to a dynamic vision of youth ministry. *UUA*
Item 2011 | $18.00

Worship for Young Adults
A Practical Guide for Creating Contemporary Services
Lifespan Faith Engagement
A practical guide to shaping engaging and inspirational young adult worship gatherings, whether in a congregation, with a community group, or on a campus. Includes case studies, songs, and more.
Item 5239 | $10.00

Building Our Community

www.uua.org/bookstore | Order by phone 1-800-215-9076
Your purchase from inSpirit contributes directly to the work of the Unitarian Universalist Association to support our congregations.
Faith of UU Buddhists
Kathleen McGregor
UU Buddhists reflect on their spiritual journeys. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3611 | $9.00

Faith of Unitarian Universalist Humanists
John Hooper
A collection of reflections from Unitarian Universalist Humanists on their beliefs, how Humanism calls them to be their best selves, and their unique position within UU communities. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3013 | $9.00

Faith of Unitarian Universalist Christians
Thomas Wintle
Unitarian Universalist Christians reflect on their faith, their unique position within Unitarian Universalism, and the great diversity of spiritual practices and worship cultures across their community. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3125 | $9.00

Faith of Unitarian Universalist Jews
Marti Keller
Jewish Unitarian Universalist community members address questions of faith and tradition as they work toward honoring two religious and cultural backgrounds, while retaining what is meaningful to both. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3109 | $9.00

Faith of Unitarian Universalist Pagans
Jessica Zebrine Gray
A collection of reflections from Unitarian Universalist Pagans on their Pagan faith, the extent and diversity of modern Paganism, and their unique position within UU congregations. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3611 | $9.00

Family Prayers
Irene Praeger
A collection of 16 eloquent short prayers, graces, and chalice lightings for children and families to use in the home. Includes prayers from a variety of cultures and faith traditions. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3045 | $9.00

Finding What We Believe
Adrian L. H. Graham
In a personal, heartfelt testimony, the author addresses common questions about belief for Unitarian Universalists. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3106 | $9.00

Full Circle
Fifteen Ways to Grow Lifelong UUs
Kate Ersvle
Ersvle surveyed and interviewed 82 men and women from ages 25 to 87 who were raised as UUs.
Item 3821 | $14.00

Fund Raising Realities Every Board Member Must Face
A 1-Hour Crash Course on Raising Major Gifts for Nonprofit Organizations
David Lansdowne
In his book, Fund Raising Realities Every Board Member Must Face, David Lansdowne has distilled the essence of major gifts fundraising, put it in the context of 47 "realities," and delivered it in unfailingly clear prose.
Item 7457 | $24.95

Governance and Ministry, Second Edition
Rethinking Board Leadership
Dan Hotchkiss
An indispensable guide for leaders and clergy on how to work together to lead congregations.
Item 3119 | $20.00

Growing a Beloved Community
Twelve Hallmarks of a Healthy Congregation
Tom Owen-Towle
Aimed at Sunday worshippers, lay leaders, religious professionals, and social justice activists alike, here is a visionary primer on what it means to do and be community. Skinner House
Item 7026 | $14.00

Guia de bolsillo del unitario universalismo Fifth Edition
Peter Morales
Item 6397 | $7.00

Handbook of Religious Services
Worship services and ceremonies for individuals, families and small groups
Item 7107 | $6.00

Home for Multifaith People and Families
A warm welcome from Unitarian Universalist congregations to couples and families with multiple faith backgrounds and beliefs. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3111 | $9.00
How to Make Your Board Dramatically More Effective Starting Today
A Board Member’s Guide to Asking the Right Questions Gayle Gifford
A high-performing, diligent board that takes its responsibilities seriously is the Holy Grail of nearly every nonprofit in the U.S.
Item 7459 | $24.95

In the Interim
Strategies for Interim Ministers and Congregations, Second Edition
Barbara Child and Keith Kron
In the Interim offers insightful guidance to Interim Ministers, congregations, and lay leaders, helping all make the most out of a period of transition. Skinner House
Item 7088 | $17.00

Journey to Belonging
Marie Blohowiak
A heartfelt welcome to Unitarian Universalism and a helpful map on your journey to belonging. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3120 | $9.00

Journeys The Many Paths to Unitarian Universalism
Edwin Lynn
Eight laypeople share their stories. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3024 | $9.00

Journeys of the Spirit
Planning and Leading Mission Trips with Youth
Jennifer McAdoo
Journeys of the Spirit inspires and guides youth advisors and youth leaders to plan, lead and unpack a spiritually transformative service project. UUA
Item 5281 | $15.00

Kicking Habits
Welcome Relief for Addicted Churches
Thomas Bandy
Bandy sharpens his portrayal of the thriving church system, demonstrating its essential concern for savvy awareness of the larger culture
Item 7234 | $22.00

Lifting Our Voices
Readings in the Living Tradition
More than 250 readings are newly collected here to reinvigorate and update Unitarian Universalist worship. UUA
Item 7466 | $18.00

Love and Help Certificates
Develop UU identity in children ages 7 to 11
Item 7674 | $6.00

Making a Case Your Donors Will Love
The Secret to Selling the Dream
Jerold Panas
Combines advice you can use today with insights that will guide your fundraising for the foreseeable future.
Item 7468 | $24.95

Making a Home in Unitarian Universalism
Connie Goodbread and Richard Speck
Deepen your connection to your faith community and turn your congregation into a real faith home with this collection of suggestions and ideas. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3126 | $9.00

Marriage Certificates
Pack of 12 with matching envelopes. 5" x 7"
Item 7044 | $12.00

Membership Certificates
Pack of 12 with matching envelopes. 5"x 7
Item 7046 | $12.00

Mistakes and Miracles
Congregations on the Road to Multiculturalism
Nancy Palmer Jones
Karen Lin
Shares how five diverse congregations encounter frustrations and disappointments, as well as hope and wonder, once they commit to the journey to create multicultural, antiracist Beloved Community. Skinner House
Item 6604 | $22.00

New Member Gift Set
Welcome new members to your congregation with this thoughtful collection of introductory materials.
Item 7127 | $9.00

Nurturing Children and Youth
A Developmental Guidebook
Tracey Hurd
An insightful tool for understanding children and youth at each stage of development. UUA
Item 7749 | $15.00

Our Seven Principles in Story and Verse
A Collection for Children and Adults
Kenneth W. Collier
These creative responses to the seven principles, each one illustrated with a story, a poem and a brief essay, are helpful for all ages, for worship and
individual reading. *Skinner House*

Item 5327 | $12.00

**Our Whole Lives Facilitator Resource Posters**
Three ready-to-use posters to save OWL facilitators time preparing for orientations and workshops.

Item 1104 | $12.00

**OWL Lapel Pin**
Black, All Levels
Item 6514 | $4.00
Blue, Jr. High
Item 6515 | $4.00
Orange, Adult
Item 6516 | $4.00
Red, Sr. High
Item 6517 | $4.00

**Principles and Purposes Poster**
Catch everyone's attention with this handsome statement of UU Principles and Purposes

Item 7057 | $15.00

**Principles and Purposes Wallet Card**
Pack of 100 to hand out at church and other social gatherings

Item 7212 | $8.00

**Principles and Sources**
This bookmark lists the seven principles of Unitarian Universalism on the front and the six sources on the back

Item 7054 | $8.00

**Religion in Life Pin—Small**
Porcelain pin with safety pin fastener. Packaged in a clear-topped box.

Item 2073 | $8.00

**Religious Education at Home**
A Handbook for Parents
tips on how to nurture your child's spiritual development and how to teach Unitarian Universalism at home.

Item 5071 | $5.00

**Religious Hospitality**
A Spiritual Practice for Congregations
Peter Morales
Like meditation or prayer, hospitality connects us with a deep truth and compassion that transcends ourselves. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

Item 3101 | $9.00

**Science and Religion**

Item 3110 | $9.00

**Serving with Grace**
Lay Leadership as a Spiritual Practice
Erik Wikstrom
Discover how to experience congregational work as an integrated element in a fully rounded spiritual life. *Skinner House*

Item 4926 | $12.00

**Sources of Our Faith Inspirational Readings**
*Kathleen Rolenz*
Sources of our Faith, edited by Kathleen Rolenz is a collection of inspirational readings from many cultures and times provides a felt sense of the six Sources of Unitarian Universalism. *Skinner House*

Item 7224 | $15.00

**Spiritual Home for LGBTQ People**
Annette Marquis
A warm welcome from Unitarian Universalist congregations to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer people, and others on the spectrum of gender identities and sexual orientations. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

Item 3107 | $9.00

**Spiritual Home for Young Adults**
Annie Gonzalez Milliken and Elizabeth Nguyen
Profiles of five young adults offer examples of how Unitarian Universalists ages 18 and up engage with their faith and navigate adulthood. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

Item 3124 | $9.00

**Stirring the Nation's Heart**
Eighteen Stories of Prophetic Unitarians and Universalists of the 19th Century
Polly Peterson
Here are eighteen compelling stories from the lives of some of the nineteenth-century Transcendentalists and reformers who played key roles in Unitarian Universalist history.

Item 5675 | $15.00

**Stories in Faith**
Exploring Our UU Principles and Sources Through Wisdom Tales
Gail Forsyth-Vail
Stories in Faith is an invitation to begin a unique spiritual journey, one in which stories
help us to develop our faith and make meaning in our lives. UUA
Item 5276 | $15.00

**Ten Great Reasons to Join a UU Community**

**Bookmarks**

UUA
An easy to use resource to welcome visitors looking for a spiritual home. Pack of 25.
Item 3129 | $8.00

**The Abundance of Our Faith**

Award-winning Sermons on Giving Plus Suggestions for Group Discussion

Terry Sweetser
Start a discussion on giving in your congregation with this collection of sermons revolving around congregational stewardship complete with discussion guides. *Skinner House*
Item 7092 | $16.00

**The Addiction Ministry Handbook**

A Guide for Faith Communities

Denis Meacham
This book provides inspiration, guidance, and tools for launching and sustaining a congregation-based program to identify and support individual members affected by drug and alcohol addiction. *Skinner House*
Item 7192 | $16.00

**The Board Member's Easier Than You Think Guide to Nonprofit Finances**

Andy Robinson, Nancy Wasserman
Financial planning and budget help for nonprofit board members to understand their fiduciary responsibilities.
Item 6936 | $24.95

**The Busy Volunteer's Guide to Fundraising**

Kay Sprinkel Grace
The blueprint you need to make the most productive use of your volunteers’ time and motivate them to raise money efficiently.
Item 7469 | $24.95

**The Communion Book**

Carl Seaburg
Over 50 ideas for celebrating communions from the traditional to the innovative featuring special holiday and seasonal rites.
Item 7207 | $15.00

**The Flaming Chalice**

Susan Ritchie
Teaches the important history and meaning of the Flaming Chalice, the symbol of Unitarian Universalism. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3123 | $9.00

**The Growing Church**

Keys to Congregational Vitality

Thom Belote
The Growing Church is an invitation to experience the progress of some fast-growing congregations and to see ministry through the eyes of those involved. *Skinner House*
Item 3741 | $12.00

**The Nested Bowls**

The Promise and Practice of Good Governance

Laura Park
A practical book for congregations interested in bringing clarity and focus to their ministry.
Item 6891 | $9.99

**The Spirit That Moves**

Barbara Child
Collection of a wealth of worship materials to help you and your congregation turn transition into transformation. *Skinner House*
Item 7526 | $16.00

**The Spirituality of Service**

Nic Cable
With thoughtful questions and wisdom, this pamphlet can help guide the ways you share your gifts and grow your spirit. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3076 | $9.00

**The Ultimate Board Member's Book**

A 1-Hour Guide to Understanding and Fulfilling Your Role and Responsibilities

Kay Sprinkel Grace
Will take your board members only one hour to read, and yet they'll come away with a firm command of just what they need to do to help your organization succeed.
Item 7458 | $24.95

**The Unitarian Universalist Pocket Guide**

Sixth Edition

Susan Frederick-Gray
The most complete introduction to Unitarian Universalism available, covering ministry, worship, religious education, social justice, community, and history. This revised edition prepares readers for this crucial moment in Unitarian Universalism. *Skinner House*
Item 6070 | $9.00

**The Whole Church**

Congregational Leadership Guided by Systems Theory

Kenneth Reeves

---

Your purchase from inSpirit contributes directly to the work of the Unitarian Universalist Association to support our congregations.
Offers congregational leaders an understanding of a church system as a whole community composed of interacting members in which change in one influences all.

Item 6697 | $28.00

To the Point
15 Unitarian Universalist Elevator Speeches
Alicia LeBlanc
Quick! What’s Unitarian Universalism? Here is a diverse collection of brief responses to that question. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

Item 3104 | $9.00

Unitarian Universalism and Sacred Texts
Erica Shadowsong
Helpful introduction to the UU principle of ‘a free and responsible search for truth and meaning’. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

Item 3610 | $9.00

Upcycle Your Congregation
Creative Ideas for Transforming Faith Communities
Sarah Lammert
Engaging essays from Unitarian Universalist leaders in the field show creative ways to transform and “upcycle” the main ingredients of our congregations into something relevant, innovative, and new. Skinner House

Item 7395 | $15.00

UU Mystical Experiences
Susan Manker-Seale
Exploration and first-person accounts of mystical experiences. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

Item 3117 | $9.00

UU Religious Education and Your Child
Gaia Brown
Answers to frequently asked questions illuminate the unique approach Unitarian Universalist congregations bring to religious education. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

Item 3102 | $9.00

UU Views of Evil
William F. Schultz
Unitarian Universalists reflect on evil, where it stems from in society and in the individual, and how to challenge its hold. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

Item 3134 | $9.00

UU Views of Faith in the Workplace
Rosemarie C. Smurzynski
Five UUs share how Unitarian Universalism influences their life at work. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

Item 3028 | $9.00

UU Views of God
Paul Rasor
Seven Unitarian Universalists share their different beliefs about God, reflecting the wide range of conceptions of the divine among Unitarian Universalists. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

Item 3039 | $9.00

UU Views of Jesus
Joy Berry
Six Unitarian Universalists share about their connections with Jesus, demonstrating the variety of views from across the faith. Pack of 25.

Item 3040 | $9.00

UU Views of Prayer
Erika Hewitt
UUs reflect on prayer, its manifold meanings and practices, and their personal relationships to this sacred way of connecting. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

Item 3036 | $9.00

UU Views of the Sacred
Paul Rasor
Seven UU’s share what the sacred means to them. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

Item 3046 | $9.00

UU World Seeker Issue ‘The Journey Is the Joy’
UU World’s first "seeker issue" is designed specifically as an introduction to Unitarian Universalism. The 32-page magazine is an anthology of articles and photographs, organized in four sections: Who We Are, What We Believe, How We Gather, and What We Do. 10 Pack Item 8669 | $30.00
25 Pack Item 8670 | $60.00

We Are Unitarian Universalists
Carey McDonald
An introduction to Unitarian Universalism including our beliefs, our history, and our community. Perfect for visitors looking for a spiritual home. Pack of 100 pamphlets.

Item 3081 | $14.00

We Dedicate This Child
Linda Olson Peebles
The child dedication ceremony in UU congregations. Pack of 25
pamphlets.
Item 3559 | $9.00

Welcome
A Unitarian Universalist Primer
Patricia Frevert
This small book features common Unitarian Universalist prayers and readings, including the seven Principles and six Sources, chalice lightings, quotations from UUs of yesterday and today, and a glossary. Skinner House
Item 6033 | $7.00

Welcome to Our Community
Shana Lyngood
A friendly and welcoming introduction to Unitarian Universalism for newcomers and anyone interested in basic information. Pack of 25 pamphlets.
Item 3108 | $9.00

Welcome to Unitarian Universalism
A Community of Truth, Service, Holiness and Love
Tom Owen-Towle
Item 5045 | $9.00

Welcome Wallet Card
Variety Pack
This packet of 100 handy wallet-sized cards contains five inspirational quotes about Unitarian Universalism.
Item 7236 | $8.00

What Do UUs Believe?
Wallet Card
David Rankin
With ten clear statements of Unitarian Universalist belief, this pocket-sized card is a handy resource to offer newcomers in Sunday worship or anywhere. Pack of 100.
Item 7090 | $8.00

What We Do Matters
Reflections of a UU Congregation on 15 Years of Service Work
In this history of youth-centered and multigenerational service trips, the Winchester Unitarian Society celebrates the contributions made by youth over the years.
Item 6325 | $20.00

When Youth Lead
A Guide to Intergenerational Social Justice Ministry (Plus 101 Youth Projects)
Jill M. Schwendeman
Offers guidance, suggestions and advice for constructing and maintaining a healthy and spiritually vital youth ministry.
Item 4914 | $15.00

Who’s In Charge Here?
The Complex Relationship Between Ministry and Authority
Commission on Appraisal
The 2013 Commission on Appraisal report looks at the historical and social context that creates the conditions for Unitarian Universalists’ struggles with ministry and authority.
Item 7393 | $12.00

With Purpose and Principle
Essays About the Seven Principles of Unitarian Universalism
Edward E Frost
A short history of the UU Principles and Purposes followed by essays from present-day UU leaders including John Buehrens, Marilyn Sewell, Earl Holt and Barbara Merritt. Skinner House
Item 5333 | $12.00

Healing Our World

A Black Women’s History of the United States
Daina Ramey Berry and Kali Nicole Gross
A vibrant and empowering history that emphasizes the perspectives and stories of African American women to show how they are—and have always been—instrumental in shaping our country. Beacon Press
Item 6935 | $27.95

A More Beautiful and Terrible History
The Uses and Misuses of Civil Rights History
Jeanne Theoharis
Explodes the fables that have been created about the civil rights movement
Item 6873 | $18.00

A People So Bold
Theology and Ministry for Unitarian Universalists
John Gibb Milspaugh
Twenty-two prominent ministers, lay leaders and theologians discuss the future of Unitarian Universalist social justice work. Skinner House
Item 3980 | $16.00

A Place Outside the Law
Forgotten Voices from Guantánamo
Peter Jan Honigsberg
Firsthand testimonies from Guantánamo Bay, inspiring future generations to never repeat the human rights
violations of the detention center. *Beacon Press*
Item 6929 | $28.95

**An African American and Latinx History of the United States**
Paul Ortiz
An intersectional history of the shared struggle for African American and Latinx civil rights *Beacon Press*
Item 6890 | $16.00

**As Long as Grass Grows**
The Indigenous Fight for Environmental Justice from Colonization to Standing Rock
Dina Gilio-Whitaker
The story of Native peoples’ resistance to environmental injustice and land incursions, and a call for environmentalists to learn from the indigenous community’s rich history of activism. *Beacon Press*
Item 6959 | $16.00

**Beyond $15**
Immigrant Workers, Faith Activists, and the Revival of the Labor Movement
Jonathan Rosenblum
The inside story of the first successful $15 minimum wage campaign that renewed a national labor movement. *Beacon Press*
Item 6557 | $16.00

**Black Pioneers in a White Denomination**
Third Edition
Mark D. Morrison-Reed
Portraits of racism in liberal religion tell the stories of two pioneering black ministers. Text includes accounts of some of today’s more integrated UU congregations and biographical notes on past and present black UUs. *Skinner House*
Item 6093 | $16.00

**Blue Revolution**
Unmaking America’s Water Crisis
Cynthia Barnett
Cynthia Barnett argues that the best solution is also the simplest and least expensive: a water ethic for America. *Beacon Press*
Item 4906 | $16.00

**Brokers of Deceit**
How the U.S. Has Undermined Peace in the Middle East
Rashid Khalidi
Rashid Khalidi zeroes in on the United States’s role as the purported impartial broker in this failed peace process. *Beacon Press*
Item 2921 | $18.00

**Conflagration**
How the Transcendentalists Sparked the American Struggle for Racial, Gender, and Social Justice
John A. Buehrens
A dramatic retelling of the story of the Transcendentalists, revealing them not as isolated authors but as a community of social activists who shaped progressive American values. *Beacon Press*
Item 6933 | $32.00

**Considering Hate**
Violence, Goodness, and Justice in American Culture and Politics
Michael Bronski, Kay Whitlock
Challenges easy assumptions and failed solutions, arguing that “hate violence” reflects existing cultural norms. *Beacon Press*
Item 6450 | $20.00

**Daring Democracy**
Igniting Power, Meaning, and Connection for the America We Want
Frances Moore Lappe
The UUA 2017-2018 Common Read
An optimistic book for Americans who are asking, What do we do now? The answer: We need to organize and fight to protect and expand our democracy. *Beacon Press*
Item #6582 | $15.00

**Decolonizing Wealth**
Indigenous Wisdom to Heal Divides and Restore Balance
Edgar Villanueva
A provocative analysis of the dysfunctional colonial dynamics at play in philanthropy and finance.
Item 6894 | $19.95

**Detained and Deported**
Stories of Immigrant Families Under Fire
Margaret Regan
Compelling and heart-wrenching, *Detained and Deported* offers a rare glimpse into the lives of people ensnared in America’s immigration dragnet. *Beacon Press*
Item 6491 | $15.00

**Dreamers**
An Immigrant Generation’s Fight for Their American Dream
Eileen Truax
Eileen Truax illuminates the stories of these men and women who are living proof of a complex and sometimes hidden political reality that calls into question what it truly means to be American. *Beacon Press*
Item 6417 | $15.00

**Emergent Strategy**
Shaping Change, Changing Worlds
Adrienne Maree Brown
Inspired by Octavia Butler’s explorations of our human relationship to change, a radical self-help, society-help, and planet-help designed to shape the futures we want to live.
Item 6598 | $16.00

Enabling Acts
The Hidden Story of How the Americans with Disabilities Act Gave the Largest US Minority Its Rights
Lennard Davis
The first significant book on the history and impact of the ADA—the “eyes on the prize” moment for disability rights. Beacon Press
Item 6493 | $22.00

Ethical Chic
The Inside Story of the Companies We Think We Love
Fran Hawthorne
How our favorite companies project a hip, progressive image—and whether we should believe them. Beacon Press
Item 4956 | $16.00

Family Pride
What LGBT Families Should Know about Navigating Home, School, and Safety in Their Neighborhoods
Michael Shelton
The first book for queer parents, their families, and allies that emphasizes community safety. Beacon Press
Item 3677 | $16.00

Food Rebels, Guerrilla Gardeners, and Smart-Cookin’ Mamas
Fighting Back in an Age of Industrial Agriculture
Mark Winne
Challenges us to go beyond eating local to become part of a larger solution, demanding a system that sustains body and soul. Beacon Press
Item 4679 | $19.00

From the Closet to the Courtroom
Five LGBT Rights Lawsuits That Have Changed Our Nation
Carlos A. Ball
Explores how five pivotal lawsuits have altered LGBT history. Beacon Press
Item 4395 | $18.00

Full Dissidence
Notes from an Uneven Playing Field
Howard Bryant
A bold and impassioned meditation on injustice in our country that punctures the illusion of a postracial America. Beacon Press
Item 6952 | $24.95

Gather at the Table
The Healing Journey of a Daughter of Slavery and a Son of the Slave Trade
Thomas Norman DeWolf & Sharon Morgan
Gather at the Table is a timely, candid, and deeply relevant book that offers an engaging model of restorative justice. Beacon Press
Item 2903 | $16.00

Gay Marriage, Real Life
Ten Stories of Love and Family
Michelle Deakin
Based on interviews with couples and family members across the country, old and young, accepted and alienated, these telling stories capture the powerful and dramatic effect that the legalization of same-sex marriage is having on our families and society. Skinner House
Item 3969 | $14.00

Guns Don’t Kill People, People Kill People
And Other Myths About Gun Control
Dennis Henigan
Debunking the lethal logic behind the pervasive myths that have framed the gun control debate. Beacon Press
Item 6488 | $16.00

History Teaches Us to Resist
How Progressive Movements Have Succeeded in Challenging Times
Mary Frances Berry
Historian and civil rights activist proves how progressive movements can flourish even in conservative times. Beacon Press
Item 6878 | $18.00

Household Workers Unite
The Untold Story of African American Women Who Built a Movement
Premilla Nadasen
Telling the stories of African American domestic workers, this book resurrects a little-known history of domestic worker activism in the 1960s and 1970s, offering new perspectives on race, labor, feminism, and organizing. Beacon Press
Item 8301 | $22.00

How Does It Feel to Be Unwanted?
Stories of Resistance and Resilience from Mexican Living in the United States
Eileen Truax
In an era of increasing anti-immigrant sentiment and bigotry, each of these thirteen
stories illuminates the issues affecting the Mexican community and shows the breadth of a frequently stereotyped population. Beacon Press
Item 6767 | $18.00

How Much Do We Deserve?
An Inquiry into Distributive Justice
Richard S. Gilbert
This book bridges the gap between scholars in economic, theological and ethical disciplines for concerned laity and clergy. Skinner House
Item 6989 | $18.00

Invisible No More
Police Violence Against Black Women and Women of Color
Andrea J. Ritchie
A timely examination of the ways Black women, Indigenous women, and other women of color are uniquely affected by racial profiling, police brutality, and immigration enforcement. Beacon Press
Item #6581 | $21.00

Junk Raft
An Ocean Voyage and a Rising Tide of Activism to Fight Plastic Pollution
Marcus Eriksen
An exciting account of an activist scientist’s unorthodox fight against plastic marine pollution and of his expedition across the Pacific on a homemade junk raft. Beacon Press
Item #6752 | $18.00

Mark D. Morrison-Reed
This book gives voice to the unspoken story of those Afro Americans who were among the first to bring racial diversity to their neighborhood, school, church or workplace. Skinner House
Item 7742 | $18.00

In a Single Garment of Destiny
A Global Vision of Justice
Martin Luther King Jr.
The first book to treat King’s positions on global liberation struggles through the prism of his own words and activities. Beacon Press
Item 2916 | $20.00

Just Mercy
A Story of Justice and Redemption
Bryan Stevenson
The 2015-2016 UUA Common Read. A powerful true story about the potential for mercy to redeem us, and a clarion call to fix our broken system of justice—from one of the most brilliant and influential lawyers of our time. Item 6448 | $16.00

In Between Memoir of an Integration Baby
Mark D. Morrison-Reed
This book gives voice to the unspoken story of those Afro Americans who were among the first to bring racial diversity to their neighborhood, school, church or workplace. Skinner House
Item 6989 | $18.00

Just Mercy
A Story of Justice and Redemption
Bryan Stevenson
The 2015-2016 UUA Common Read. A powerful true story about the potential for mercy to redeem us, and a clarion call to fix our broken system of justice—from one of the most brilliant and influential lawyers of our time. Item 6448 | $16.00

Justice on Earth
People of Faith Working at the Intersections of Race, Class, and the Environment
Manish Mishra-Marzetti
Jennifer Nordstrom
The 2018-2019 UUA Common Read. Fourteen activist ministers and lay leaders apply a keen intersectional analysis to the environmental crisis, revealing ways that systems of oppression intersect with and contribute to ecological devastation. Skinner House
Item 8118 | $18.00

Loving
Interracial Intimacy in America and the Threat to White Supremacy
Sheryl Cashin
How interracial love and marriage changed history, and may soon alter the landscape of American politics. Beacon Press
Item 6749 | $18.00

Memes to Movements
How the World’s Most Viral Media Is Changing Social Protest and Power
An Xiao Mina
A global exploration of internet memes as agents of pop culture, politics, protest, and propaganda on- and offline, and how they will save or destroy us all. Beacon Press
Item 6872 | $24.95

On the Same Track
How Schools Can Join the Twenty-First-Century Struggle Against Resegregation
Carol Corbett Burris
A public school principal’s account of the courageous leaders who have dismantled the tracking systems in their schools in order to desegregate classrooms. Beacon Press
Item 6427 | $20.00

In Between Memoir of an Integration Baby
Mark D. Morrison-Reed
This book gives voice to the unspoken story of those Afro Americans who were among the first to bring racial diversity to their neighborhood, school, church or workplace. Skinner House
Item 6989 | $18.00

How Much Do We Deserve?
An Inquiry into Distributive Justice
Richard S. Gilbert
This book bridges the gap between scholars in economic, theological and ethical disciplines for concerned laity and clergy. Skinner House
Item 6989 | $18.00

Invisible No More
Police Violence Against Black Women and Women of Color
Andrea J. Ritchie
A timely examination of the ways Black women, Indigenous women, and other women of color are uniquely affected by racial profiling, police brutality, and immigration enforcement. Beacon Press
Item #6581 | $21.00

Junk Raft
An Ocean Voyage and a Rising Tide of Activism to Fight Plastic Pollution
Marcus Eriksen
An exciting account of an activist scientist’s unorthodox fight against plastic marine pollution and of his expedition across the Pacific on a homemade junk raft. Beacon Press
Item #6752 | $18.00

Just Mercy
A Story of Justice and Redemption
Bryan Stevenson
The 2015-2016 UUA Common Read. A powerful true story about the potential for mercy to redeem us, and a clarion call to fix our broken system of justice—from one of the most brilliant and influential lawyers of our time. Item 6448 | $16.00

Justice on Earth
People of Faith Working at the Intersections of Race, Class, and the Environment
Manish Mishra-Marzetti
Jennifer Nordstrom
The 2018-2019 UUA Common Read. Fourteen activist ministers and lay leaders apply a keen intersectional analysis to the environmental crisis, revealing ways that systems of oppression intersect with and contribute to ecological devastation. Skinner House
Item 8118 | $18.00

Loving
Interracial Intimacy in America and the Threat to White Supremacy
Sheryl Cashin
How interracial love and marriage changed history, and may soon alter the landscape of American politics. Beacon Press
Item 6749 | $18.00

Memes to Movements
How the World’s Most Viral Media Is Changing Social Protest and Power
An Xiao Mina
A global exploration of internet memes as agents of pop culture, politics, protest, and propaganda on- and offline, and how they will save or destroy us all. Beacon Press
Item 6872 | $24.95

On the Same Track
How Schools Can Join the Twenty-First-Century Struggle Against Resegregation
Carol Corbett Burris
A public school principal’s account of the courageous leaders who have dismantled the tracking systems in their schools in order to desegregate classrooms. Beacon Press
Item 6427 | $20.00
Your purchase from inSpirit contributes directly to the work of the Unitarian Universalist Association to support our congregations.
Vision and Action in Moral Organizing
The Reverend Dr. William Barber II
A collection of sermons and speeches that lay out a groundbreaking vision for intersectional organizing, paired with inspirational and practical essays from activists in today’s Poor People’s Campaign. *Beacon Press*
Item 6780 | $18.00

Road Map for Revolutionaries
Elisa Camahort Page
Carolyn Gerin
Jamia Wilson
A handbook for effective activism, advocacy, and social justice for people of all ages and backgrounds.
Item 6897 | $16.99

Rules for Revolutionaries
How Big Organizing Can Change Everything
Becky Bond, Zack Exley
Lessons from the groundbreaking grassroots campaign that helped launch a new political revolution.
Item 6534 | $18.00

Sacred Ground
Pluralism, Prejudice, and the Promise of America
Eboo Patel
This visionary book will inspire Americans of all faiths to make this country a place where diverse traditions can thrive side by side. *Beacon Press*
Item 2900 | $16.00

Sex Workers Unite
A History of the Movement from Stonewall to SlutWalk
Melinda Chateauvert
A provocative history that reveals how sex workers have been at the vanguard of social justice movements for the past fifty years while building a movement of their own that challenges our ideas about labor, sexuality, feminism, and freedom. *Beacon Press*
Item 5458 | $20.00

So You Want to Talk About Race
Ijeoma Oluo
Explores the complex reality of today’s racial landscape, offering straightforward clarity that readers need to contribute to the dismantling of the racial divide.
Item 6942 | $16.99

Social Action Heroes
Unitarian Universalists Who Are Changing the World
Michelle Deakin
Award-winning journalist Michelle Bates Deakin explores the actions of eleven individuals and the impact their actions have had on their communities and their souls. *Skinner House*
Item 3784 | $12.00

Standing Before Us
Unitarian Universalist Women and Social Reform, 1776-1936
Dorothy May Emerson
The reformers and leaders represented here write and speak eloquently for social justice, equality in education, religious reform and an end to slavery and prejudice. *Skinner House*
Item 6129 | $25.00

Stony the Road
Reconstruction, White Supremacy, and the Rise of Jim Crow
Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
An essential tour through one of America’s fundamental historical tragedies, and also a story of heroic resistance.
Item 8360 | $30.00

Strength to Love
Sermons
Martin Luther King Jr.
The classic collection of Dr. King’s sermons that fuse his Christian teachings with his radical ideas of love and nonviolence as a means to combat hate and oppression. *Beacon Press*
Item 6925 | $23.95

Stride Toward Freedom
The Montgomery Story
Martin Luther King Jr.
Martin Luther King Jr.’s account of the first successful large-scale application of nonviolence resistance in America. *Beacon Press*
Item 4792 | $14.00

Success Through Diversity
Why the Most Inclusive Companies Will Win
Carol Fulp
Explores how investing in a racially and ethnically diverse workforce will help make contemporary businesses more dynamic, powerful, and profitable. *Beacon Press*
Item 6916 | $17.95
Superior
The Insidious Return of Race Science
Angela Saini
A powerful look at the non-scientific history of “race science,” and the assumptions, prejudices, and incentives that have allowed it to reemerge in contemporary science. *Beacon Press*
Item 6887 | $26.95

Talking Across the Divide
Justin Lee
A guide to learning how to communicate with people who have diametrically opposed opinions from you, how to empathize with them, and how to (possibly) change their minds.
Item 6984 | $16.00

The Arc of the Universe Is Long
Unitarian Universalists, Anti-Racism and the Journey from Calgary
Leslie Takahashi, James (Chip) Roush, Leon Spencer
The voices and stories that represent many perspectives, all addressing issues of race and ethnicity in our congregations and our association are brought to life in this recent account of UU history. *Skinner House*
Item 4350 | $24.00

The Business of Changing the World
How Billionaires, Tech Disrupters, and Social Entrepreneurs are Transforming the Global Aid Industry
Raj Kumar
The new world of results-driven aid that could put an end to extreme poverty. *Beacon Press*
Item 6885 | $28.95

The Drowning of Money Island
A Forgotten Community’s Fight Against the Rising Seas Forever Changing Coastal America
Andrew S. Lewis
Offers a glimpse of the future of vanishing shorelines in America in the age of climate change, where the wealthy will be able to remain the longest while the poor will be forced to leave. *Beacon Press*
Item 6924 | $26.95

The Heritage
Black Athletes, a Divided America, and the Politics of Patriotism
Howard Bryant
Following in the footsteps of Robeson, Ali, Robinson and others, today's Black athletes re-engage with social issues and the meaning of American patriotism. *Beacon Press*
Item 6876 | $17.00

The Land Grabbers
The New Fight over Who Owns the Earth
Fred Pearce
A startlingly investigation into why corporations, sovereign wealth funds, private hedge funds, and individuals are buying up enormous tracts of land in developing countries. *Beacon Press*
Item 4965 | $17.00

The New Jim Crow
Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness
Michelle Alexander
The New Jim Crow has become an overnight phenomenon, sparking a much-needed conversation about ways in which our system of mass incarceration has come to resemble systems of racial control from a different era
Item 3693 | $19.95

The Prophetic Imperative
Second Edition
Richard S Gilbert
Explores the connections between spirituality and social action. Contains vital advice and models to help congregations mobilize for justice work. *Skinner House*
Item 7740 | $18.00

The Queering of Corporate America
How Big Business Went from LGBT Adversary to Ally
Carlos A. Ball
An accurate picture of the LGBTQ rights movement’s achievements is incomplete without this surprising history of how corporate America joined the cause. *Beacon Press*
Item 6927 | $28.95

The Right to Stay Home
How US Policy Drives Mexican Migration
David Bacon
The story of the growing resistance of Mexican communities to the poverty that forces people to migrate to the United States. *Beacon Press*
Item 5115 | $20.00
The Seven Necessary Sins for Women and Girls
Mona Eltahawy
A bold and uncompromising feminist manifesto that shows women and girls how to defy, disrupt, and destroy the patriarchy by embracing the qualities they’ve been trained to avoid. *Beacon Press*
Item 6921 | $24.95

The Smartphone Society
Technology, Power, and the Resistance in the New Gilded Age
Nicole Aschoff
Addresses how tech empowers community organizing and protest movements to combat the systems of capitalism and data exploitation that helped drive tech’s own rise to ubiquity. *Beacon Press*
Item 6957 | $25.95

The Stonewall Generation
LGBTQ Elders on Sex, Activism, and Aging
Jane Fleischman
Sexuality researcher Jane Fleischman shares the stories of fearless elders in the LGBTQ community who came of age around the time of the Stonewall Riot.
Item 3140 | $20.00

The Third Reconstruction
How a Moral Movement Is Overcoming the Politics of Division and Fear
William J. Barber II, Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove
The 2016-17 UUA Common Read. A modern-day civil rights champion tells the stirring story of how he helped start a movement to bridge America’s racial divide. *Beacon Press*
Item #6869 | $18.00

“They’re Bankrupting Us!”
And Twenty Other Myths about Unions
Bill Fletcher Jr.
Labor leader Bill Fletcher Jr. makes sense of this debate as he unpacks the twenty-one myths most often cited by anti-union propagandists. *Beacon Press*
Item 4951 | $15.00

Thick
And Other Essays
Tressie McMillan Cottom
Eight piercing explorations on beauty, media, money, and more.
Item 6910 | $24.99

Twenty-First Century Jim Crow Schools
The Impact of Charters on Public Education
Raynard Sanders, David Stovall, Terrenda White, Thomas Pedroni
How charter schools have taken hold in three cities—and why parents, teachers, and community members are fighting back. *Beacon Press*
Item #6701 | $16.00

Tyranny of the Meritocracy
Lani Guinier
Guinier argues for reformation, not only of the very premises of admissions practices but of the shape of higher education itself.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waking Up White, and Finding Myself in the Story of Race</td>
<td>Debby Irving</td>
<td>In 2009, one &quot;aha!&quot; moment launched an adventure of discovery and insight that drastically shifted the author's worldview and upended her life plan.</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We Keep Us Safe, Building Secure, Just, and Inclusive Communities</td>
<td>Zach Norris</td>
<td>A groundbreaking new vision for public safety that overturns more than 200 years of fear-based discrimination, othering, and punishment.</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What Torture Taught Me And Other Reflections on Justice and Theology</td>
<td>William F. Schulz</td>
<td>William F. Schulz reflects on the use of force and the effectiveness of social reform movements. A call to action and an examination of the Unitarian Universalist basis for activism.</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What We’re Fighting For Now is Each Other</td>
<td>Wen Stephenson</td>
<td>An urgent, on-the-ground look at some of the “new American radicals” who have laid everything on the line to build a stronger climate justice movement.</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When Grit Isn't Enough A High School Principal</td>
<td>Linda Nathan</td>
<td>Examines major myths informing American education and explores how educators can better serve students, increase college retention rates, and develop alternatives to college that don’t disadvantage students on the basis of race or income.</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I Walk Through That Door, I Am</td>
<td>Jimmy Santiago Baca</td>
<td>Poet-activist Jimmy Baca immerses the reader in an epic narrative poem, imagining the experience of motherhood in the context of immigration, family separation, and ICE raids on the Southern border.</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where Do We Go from Here Chaos or Community?</td>
<td>Martin Luther King Jr.</td>
<td>With a universal message of hope that continues to resonate, King demanded an end to global suffering, asserting that humankind-for the first time-has the resources and technology to eradicate poverty.</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Beacon Press

Item 6452 | $20.00

Unapologetic
A Black, Queer and Feminist Mandate for Radical Movements
Charlene Carruthers
This 21st-century activist’s guide to upending mainstream ideas about race, class, and gender carves out a path to collective liberation.

Item 6915 | $14.95

Uncommon Community
One Congregation’s Work with Prisoners
John Speer
A book about a letter-writing program with prison inmates that became a creative writing workshop and a program that allowed prisoners to serve as writing mentors to college students.

Item 7334 | $14.00

Undocumented
How Immigration Became Illegal
Aviva Chomsky
Immigrant rights activist Aviva Chomsky shows how "illegality" and "undocumentedness" are concepts that were created to exclude and exploit.

Item 2926 | $16.00

UU Justice Partnerships
Susan Leslie
An introduction to the dynamic new wave of interfaith and community partnerships that UU congregations are joining for social justice. Pack of 25 pamphlets

Item 3606 | $9.00

Your purchase from inSpirit contributes directly to the work of the Unitarian Universalist Association to support our congregations.
White Fragility
Why It’s So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism
Robin Diangelo
Groundbreaking book exploring the counterproductive reactions white people have when discussing racism that serve to protect their positions and maintain racial inequality. *Beacon Press*
Item 6746 | $16.00

White Negroses
When Cornrows Were in Vogue...and Other Thoughts on Cultural Appropriation
Exposes the new generation of whiteness thriving at the expense and borrowed ingenuity of black people—and explores how this intensifies racial inequality. *Beacon Press*
Item 6928 | $25.95

“You Can’t Fire the Bad Ones!”
And 18 Other Myths about Teachers, Teachers’ Unions, and Public Education
Overturns common misconceptions about charter schools, school ‘choice,’ standardized tests, common core curriculum, and teacher evaluations. *Beacon Press*
Item 6756 | $16.00

“You're in the Wrong Bathroom”
And 20 Other Myths and Misconceptions About Transgender and Gender Nonconforming People
Laura Erickson-Schroth, Laura Jacobs
Debunks the twenty-one most common myths and misperceptions about transgender people. *Beacon Press*
Item 6560 | $16.00

Honoring Our History

25 Beacon Street and Other Recollections
Dana McLean Greeley
The first president of the merged denomination, Greeley documents Universalist life during a time of vast changes in American religious belief and custom. *Skinner House*
Item 6103 | $16.00

A Disability History of the United States
Kim E. Nielsen
The first book to place the experiences of people with disabilities at the center of the American narrative. *Beacon Press*
Item 2908 | $16.00

A Documentary History of Unitarian Universalism
Volumes 1 and 2
Dan McKanan
A panel of top scholars presents the first comprehensive collection of primary sources from Unitarian Universalist history. Spanning two volumes, each containing more than a hundred distinct selections, with scholarly introductions by leading experts. *Skinner House*
Item 6532/6533 | $20.00 each

A History of Religion in 5½ Objects

Bringing the Spiritual to Its Senses
S. Brent Plate
A celebration of the materiality of religious life. *Beacon Press*
Item 6418 | $20.00

A Queer and Pleasant Danger
The true story of a nice Jewish boy who joins the Church of Scientology and leaves twelve years later to become the lovely lady she is today
Kate Bornstein
A stunningly original memoir of the famous gender outlaw, Kate Bornstein. *Beacon Press*
Item 4958 | $16.00

A Queer History of the United States
Michael Bronski
This engrossing and revelatory history will make readers appreciate just how queer America really is. *Beacon Press*
Item 4412 | $20.00

A Queer History of the United States for Young People
Michael Bronski
Adapted by Richie Chevat
Queer history didn’t start with Stonewall. This book explores how LGBTQ people have always been a part of our national identity, contributing to the country and culture for over 400 years. *Beacon Press*
Item 6886 | $18.95

A Stream of Light
A Short History of American Unitarianism
Conrad Wright
Unitarian thought from 1805 to
1961. Essential to any UU history library. *Skinner House*
Item 6057 | $16.00

**A Time to Break Silence**
The Essential Works of Martin Luther King Jr., for Students
Martin Luther King Jr.
The Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s most important writings and speeches in an accessible and user-friendly volume for students. *Beacon Press*
Item 2911 | $14.00

**All the Real Indians Died Off**
And 20 Other Myths About Native Americans
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
Unpacks the twenty-one most common myths and misconceptions about Native Americans. *Beacon Press*
Item 8307 | $15.00

**American Universalism**
Fourth Edition
George Williams
Williams examines the richness of American Universalism and its many expressions in American life and thought. *Skinner House*
Item 6094 | $14.00

**An Examined Faith**
Social Context and Religious Commitment
James Luther Adams
From one of Unitarian Universalism’s leading 20th-century theologians, Adams explores the role of faith in the work of Paul Tillich, Roger Baldwin and others. *Beacon Press*
Item 6088 | $29.00

**An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States**
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
The first history of the United States told from the perspective of indigenous peoples. *Beacon Press*
Item 6447 | $16.00

**An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the US for Young People**
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
Adapted by Debbie Reese and Jean Mendoza
Spanning more than 400 years, this classic bottom-up history examines the legacy of indigenous peoples’ resistance, resilience, and steadfast fight against imperialism. *Beacon Press*
Item 6888 | $18.95

**Black Prophetic Fire**
Cornel West, Christa Buschendorf
Celebrated intellectual and activist Cornel West offers an unflinching look at nineteenth- and twentieth-century African American leaders and their visionary legacies. *Beacon Press*
Item 6449 | $16.00

**Buddhist Voices in Unitarian Universalism**
Sam Trumbore, Wayne B. Arnason
This book brings together for the first time the voices of UUs who have become Buddhists while not sacrificing UU identity and vice versa. *Skinner House*
Item 6013 | $14.00

**Call to Selma**
Eighteen Days of Witness
Richard Leonard
Leonard’s journal presents Selma as a pivotal point in the advancement of civil rights. *Skinner House*
Item 6399 | $18.00

**Children of the Same God**
The Historical Relationship Between Unitarianism, Judaism, and Islam
Susan Ritchie
Groundbreaking research shows that Unitarianism was inherently multifaith from its beginnings, with clear affinities for Judaism and Islam. Re-examines Unitarian history in the light of its interfaith context. *Skinner House*
Item 6004 | $14.00

**Christ for Unitarian Universalists**
A New Dialogue with Traditional Christianity
Scotty McLennan
An engaging and thoughtful inquiry into Christianity for Unitarian Universalists and other spiritual seekers. Helps to stimulate dialogue about Jesus Christ, whether or not we find him central to our faith life. *Skinner House*
Item 6474 | $16.00

**Christian Voices in Unitarian Universalism**
Contemporary Essays
Kathleen Rolenz
Fifteen personal stories from laity and clergy alike show what it means to be a Unitarian Universalist Christian today.

*Elite*
*Uncovering Classism in Unitarian Universalist History*
*Mark Harris*
This provocative look at class in UU history reveals that today's largely middle-class and educated congregants are descended from an elite cultural establishment. *Skinner House*

Item 6141 | $14.00

*Class Action*
*The Struggle with Class in Unitarian Universalism*
*Commission on Appraisal*
The 2017 Commission on Appraisal report looks at the cultural and structural forces that make up class and classism in our society and their impact on Unitarian Universalism.

Item 7120 | $12.00

*Crisis and Change*
*My Years As President of the Unitarian Universalist Association, 1969-1977*
*Robert Nelson West*
West addresses the events that occurred at the same time as the Vietnam War, the struggle for racial equality, and explores how these historical events shaped our liberal religious institutions. *Skinner House*

Item 6220 | $18.00

*Darkening the Doorways*
*Black Trailblazers and Missed Opportunities in Unitarian Universalism*
*Mark D. Morrison-Reed*
Morrison-Reed's collection of profiles and essays honors the struggles of trailblazing black Unitarian Universalists while pointing toward the evolving multicultural future. *Skinner House*

Item 6044 | $16.00

*Fluent in Faith*
*A Unitarian Universalist Embrace of Religious Language*
*Jeanne Nieuwejaar*
Nieuwejaar sets forth a vision for Unitarian Universalism in which we can confidently and gracefully express our faith. *Skinner House*

Item 3942 | $12.00

*God That Could Be Real*
*Spirituality, Science, and the Future of Our Planet*
*Nancy Ellen Abrams*
In a God That Could Be Real, Abrams explores a radically new way of thinking about God. *Beacon Press*

Item 6473 | $18.00

*House for Hope*
*The Promise of Progressive Religion for the Twenty-First Century*
*John Buehrens and Rebecca Parker*
Affirms that the shared hopes of religious progressives from many traditions can create a movement far stronger than fundamentalism: a liberal religious renaissance. *Beacon Press*

Item 6293 | $16.00

*How We Fight White Supremacy*
*Akiba Solomon Kenrya Rankin*
This celebration of Black resistance, from protests to art to sermons to joy, offers a blueprint for the fight for freedom and justice — and ideas for how each of us can contribute. *Item 8364 | $17.99

*Humanist Voices in Unitarian Universalism*
*Kendyl Gibbons*
Unitarian Universalist Humanists present their faith perspectives in 23 engaging and thought-provoking essays. They explore Humanist history, beliefs, approach to life, social justice, community, and
religious education. *Skinner House*

**Item 6524 | $14.00**

**Interfaith Leadership**

**A Primer**

Eboo Patel

A guide for students, groups, and organizations seeking to foster interfaith dialogue and promote understanding across religious lines. *Beacon Press*

**Item 6483 | $20.00**

**Jewish Voices in Unitarian Universalism**

Leah Hart-Landsberg

Twenty essays explore the blessings and challenges of Jewish Unitarian Universalist identity and community. *Skinner House*

**Item 6377 | $14.00**

**Long Strange Trip - UU History Film Series**

Ron Cordes

DVDs detailing the history of Unitarian and Universalist thought from the beginning of the Christian era to what we know today as Unitarian Universalism. Parts 2 and 4 available.

**Item 6528 | $25.00 per disk**

**Long Strange Trip: UU Film Series Boxed Set**

Ron Cordes

Set of six DVDs

**Item 6375 | $125.00**

**Missionaries, Builders, and Pathfinders**

Unitarian Universalist Stories from the Midwest, West, and South, 1830-1930

**Polly Peterson**

Twenty compelling stories of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Unitarians and Universalists who carried their faith throughout the Midwest, West Coast, and Southern United States. Supplementary quotations, discussion questions, and activities for congregations and families make a complete program.

**Item 5113 | $15.00**

**Not for Ourselves Alone**

Theological Essays on Relationship

Laurel Hallman, Burton D. Carley

Twelve essayists encourage a shift in Unitarian Universalism from individualism to connectedness. Shows how we can grow our souls through our relationships with one another and with the Holy. Includes exercises for use in small groups. *Skinner House*

**Item 7499 | $16.00**

**Pagan and Earth-Centered Voices in Unitarian Universalism**

Jerrie Kishpaugh Hildebrand

22 essays by some of the most prominent leaders in Unitarian Universalist Paganism bring Pagan and Earth-centered theology to life for a new generation.

**Item 6529 | $14.00**

**Prophetic Encounters**

Religion and the American

**Radical Tradition**

Dan McKanan

In this groundbreaking, definitive work, McKanan treats the histories of religion and the Left as a single history, showing that American radicalism is a continuous tradition rather than a collection of disparate movements. *Beacon Press*

**Item 4444 | $24.00**

**Proverbs of Ashes**

Violence, Redemptive Suffering, and the Search for What Saves Us

Rebecca Ann Parker, Rita Nakashima Brock

An emotionally gripping combination of memoir and theology. *Beacon Press*

**Item 6173 | $22.00**

**Reason and Reverence**

Religious Humanism for the 21st Century

William Murry

On these pages readers will discover a more open and inclusive humanism, one that speaks to the heart as well as the mind. *Skinner House*

**Item 6169 | $18.00**

**Rescuing Jesus**

How People of Color, Women, and Queer Christians are Reclaiming Evangelicalism

Deborah Jian Lee

An inside look at the young, diverse, progressive Christians who are transforming the evangelical movement.
Beacon Press
Item 6519 | $20.00

Revisiting the Empowerment Controversy
Black Power and Unitarian Universalism
Mark Morrison-Reed
The preeminent scholar of black Unitarian Universalist history presents this long-awaited chronicle and analysis of the events of the Black Empowerment Controversy. *Beacon Press*
Item 6595 | $20.00

Roadside Religion
In Search of the Sacred, the Strange, and the Substance of Faith
Timothy Beal
Part travel narrative, part religious study, and part search for the divine madness that is faith *Beacon Press*
Item 4169 | $14.00

Saving Paradise
How Christianity Traded Love of This World for Crucifixion and Empire
R Brock
Saving Paradise turns a fascinating new lens on Christianity, from its first centuries to the present day. *Beacon Press*
Item 6247 | $29.95

Saving the Original Sinner
How Christians Have Used the Bible's First Man to Oppress, Inspire, and Make Sense of the World
Karl Giberson
A scientist and former evangelical argues that holding onto a belief in a literal, historical Adam has forced many Christians to reject science and become intellectually isolated from the modern world. *Beacon Press*
Item 6292 | $22.95

The Essential Clarence Skinner
A Brief Introduction to His Life and Writings
Charles A. Howe
Howe's careful selection of Skinner's writings, in combination with an accessible account of his life, introduces this important Universalist to a new generation of readers. *Skinner House*
Item 6391 | $8.00

The Essential James Luther Adams
Selected Essays and Addresses
George Kimnic Beach
Seminal essays that span Adams's entire career. *Skinner House*
Item 6198 | $16.00

Southern Witness
Unitarians and Universalists in the Civil Rights Era
Gordon Gibson
An engaging account of the roles that UU individuals and congregations played in the civil rights movement in the South in the 1950s and 60s. *Skinner House*
Item 6385 | $16.00

Spiritual Envy
An Agnostic’s Quest
Michael Krasny
Krasny helps believers and nonbelievers alike understand their own questions about faith and religion, about God and human responsibility. *Skinner House*
Item 6292 | $22.95

Teacher, Guide, Companion
Rediscovering Jesus in a Secular World
Erik R Wikstrom
Challenges readers to reexamine their own relationship with Jesus Christ and its significance in the 21st century. *Skinner House*
Item 6198 | $16.00

The Cambridge Platform
Contemporary Reader's Edition
Peter Hughes
The 1648 document that first articulated the foundational principle of congregational polity. *Skinner House*
Item 4714 | $8.00

The Cathedral of the World
A Universalist Theology
Forrest Church
The culmination of the spiritual thought of a preeminent liberal theologian. *Beacon Press*
Item 6276 | $16.00

The Epic of Unitarianism
Original Writings from the History of Liberal Religion
David O Parke
This collection of writings spanning the 16th through the 20th centuries provides a rich portrait of early Unitarian thought. *Skinner House*
Item 6091 | $16.00

www.uua.org/bookstore | Order by phone 1-800-215-9076
The Fellowship Movement
A Growth Strategy and Its Legacy
Holley Ulbrich
The lay-led fellowship movement was a twenty-year experiment in do-it-yourself religion that began as a growth strategy of the American Unitarian Association in 1948. *Skinner House*
Item 6107 | $16.00

The Incredible Story of Ephraim Nute
Scandal, Bloodshed and Unitarianism on the American Frontier
Bobbie Groth
Sometimes funny, sometimes painful, and always poignant, the story of Ephraim Nute’s ministry illuminates what it means to do the work of justice in the face of violent resistance. *Skinner House*
Item 6123 | $16.00

The Jefferson Bible
The Life and Morals of Jesus of Nazareth
Thomas Jefferson
Thomas Jefferson’s revision of the Gospels. *Beacon Press*
Item 6087 | $16.00

The Larger Faith
A Short History of American Universalism
Charles A. Howe
Covers the history of American Universalism from the first gatherings in 1793 of "Universalists," to the consolidation in 1961 with the American Unitarian Association to present-day Unitarian Universalism. *Skinner House*
Item 6107 | $16.00

The Lively Place
Mount Auburn, America’s First Garden Cemetery, and Its Revolutionary and Literary Residents
Stephen Kendrick
The story of one of the Boston area’s most famous attractions, the Mount Auburn Cemetery, and how its founders and “residents” have influenced American culture. *Beacon Press*
Item 6499 | $16.00

The Place of Tolerance in Islam
Khaled Abo El Fadul
Through a close reading of the Qur’an, the author shows that injunctions to violence against nonbelievers stem from misreadings. *Beacon Press*
Item 6172 | $17.00

The Price for Their Pound of Flesh
The Value of the Enslaved, from Womb to Grave, in the Building of a Nation
Daina Ramey Berry
Groundbreaking look at slaves as commodities through every phase of life, from birth to death and beyond, in early America. *Beacon Press*
Item 6740 | $18.00

The Selma Awakening
How the Civil Rights Movement Tested and Changed Unitarian Universalism
Mark D. Morrison-Reed
An analysis of Unitarian Universalist civil rights activism in Selma, Alabama, in 1965. Reviews the history of racial justice in the denomination in the prior decades and explains how Selma became a turning point. *Skinner House*
Item 6380 | $18.00

The Separation of Church and State
Writings on a Fundamental Freedom by America’s Founders
Forrest Church
This important collection informs anyone curious about the original blueprint for our country and its government. *Beacon Press*
Item 6290 | $14.00

The Spirit Leads
Margaret Fuller in Her Own Words
Barry Andrews
Margaret Fuller's impact on the leading Transcendentalists of the day as a religious radical, political revolutionary, social reformer and forceful advocate of women’s rights remains significant, even today. *Skinner House*
Item 4214 | $16.00

The Whole World Kin
Darwin and the Spirit of Liberal Religion
Fredric Muir
In this book, nine prominent liberal religious thinkers examine Darwin's contributions to theology, spirituality and ethics. *Skinner House*

**Understanding the Bible**  
**An Introduction for Skeptics, Seekers, and Religious Liberals**  
**John Buehrens**  
Designed to help empower skeptics, seekers, nonbelievers, and those of a liberal and progressive outlook to reclaim the Bible from literalists. *Beacon Press*

**Item 6170 | $18.00**

**Unitarian Universalism**  
**A Narrative History**  
**David Bumbaugh**  
An overview of Unitarianism, Universalism, and Unitarian Universalism from their beginnings in Europe to the end of the twentieth century.

**Item 6147 | $15.00**

**Unitarian Universalism and the Quest for Racial Justice**  
Collected documents on the denomination's pursuit of racial diversity

**Item 6111 | $14.00**

**Universalism 101**  
**An Introduction for Leaders of Unitarian Universalist Congregations**  
**Richard Trudeau**  
This book presents all of Universalism’s distinctive ideas and makes clear their relationships to each other.

**Item 6266 | $12.99**

**Universalists and Unitarians in America**  
**A People's History**  
**John Buehrens**  
Buehrens weaves a historical tapestry rich in color and meaning that will serve to deepen the faith of modern Unitarian Universalists. *Skinner House*

**Item 6126 | $15.00**

**Values in Our History**  
**Gail Forsyth-Vail**  
A helpful introduction to some highlights of Unitarian Universalism’s history and the long-held values that make up our faith. Pack of 25 pamphlets.

**Item 3138 | $9.00**

**We Are All Fast Food Workers Now**  
**The Global Uprising Against Poverty Wages**  
**Annelise Orleck**  
The story of low-wage workers rising up around the world to demand respect and a living wage. *Beacon Press*

**Item 6743 | $18.00**

**When One Religion Isn’t Enough**  
**The Lives of Spiritually Fluid People**  
**Duane R. Bidwell**  
An exploration into the lives of people who embrace two or more religious traditions, and what this growing community tells us about change in our society. *Beacon Press*

**Item 6917 | $16.95**

**Without Apology**  
**Collected Meditations on Liberal Religion**  
**A. Powell Davies**  
Wise, articulate and passionate about justice, A. Powell Davies (1902-1957) gained national renown from the pulpit of All Souls Unitarian Church in Washington, DC. *Skinner House*

**Item 5400 | $12.00**
A Long Time Blooming
Meditations
Marta I. Valentin
In a fresh collection of poetry and prayers, Marta I. Valentin reflects on the spiritual dimensions of her intersecting identities as a Latina, lesbian, feminist, God-worshipping Unitarian Universalist minister. 
*Skinner House*
Item 5694 | $8.00

Falling Into the Sky
A Meditation Anthology
Abhi Janamanchi, Abhimanyu Janamanchi
The 2013 UUA Meditation Manual offers vivid vistas of imagination and reflection. 
*Skinner House*
Item 5386 | $8.00

Glad to Be Human
Meditations
Kaaren M Anderson
Moments of sacred clarity are illuminated by wry, kind humor give the reader a warm sense of compassion, humility and reverence. 
*Skinner House*
Item 5359 | $8.00

Instructions in Joy
Meditations
Nancy Shaffer
Sparkling with contagious wonder, these keen observations stretch between the sensual and the spiritual with agility and grace. 
*Skinner House*
Item 5648 | $8.00

Love Beyond God
Meditations
Adam Dyer
This timely collection of poems explores faith, race, love, identity, and more, and invites us to think deeply about our place and role in contemporary society. The latest installment in the popular UUA inSpirit series. 
*Skinner House*
Item 5789 | $8.00

Love Like Thunder
Jess Reynolds
In the 2018 volume of the inSpirit Series a vibrant new poetic voice invites us into an intimate relationship with nature, God, and love itself. 
*Skinner House*
Item 5496 | 8.00

Miles of Dream
Meditations
Vanessa Rush Southern
In a new collection of meditations, Vanessa Southern ponders life passages, ways of looking at the world, and the many possibilities for building a life of meaning. 
*Skinner House*
Item 5206 | $8.00

Reaching for the Sun
Meditations
Angela Herrera
The 2012 UUA Meditation Manual by Angela Herrera 
*Skinner House*
Item 5312 | $8.00

Shine and Shadow
Meditations
Kathleen McTigue
The 2011 UUA Meditation Manual by Kathleen McTigue.
Skinner House
Item 5160 | $8.00
Sonata for Voice and Silence
Meditations
Mark Belletini
The 2008 UUA Meditation Manual, a collection of poetic prayers about human connections, the search for stillness, and the mysteries of life and death. Skinner House
Item 5316 | $8.00

Walking Toward Morning Meditations
Victoria M Safford
One of the most beloved of the Meditation Manual series, Walking Toward Morning captures the human spirit in finely-crafted prose. Skinner House
Item 5221 | $8.00

We Build Temples in the Heart
Side by Side We Gather
Patrick Murfin
The passages in this collection range from transcendent observations of nature to clarion calls for justice. Skinner House
Item 5069 | $8.00

With or Without Candlelight Meditations
Victoria Safford
These poems and readings offer wisdom, laughter, and comfort along with pathways to deeper questions. Skinner House
Item 5559 | $8.00

Nurturing Our Children
31 Ways to Change the World
We Are What We Do
Children have lots of ideas for changing the world and here are thirty-one fun and simple ways to get started. Item 8232 | $8.99

33 Multicultural Tales to Tell
Pleasant DeSpain
Celebrating the interconnectedness of people, animals, and cultures, each tale is presented in concise "retellable" form, suitable for all ages.
Item 8287 | $16.95

A Child's Book of Animal Poems and Blessings
Eliza Blanchard
These poems, prayers and blessings about our animal brethren are drawn from around the world and throughout history. Skinner House
Item 4212 | $12.00

A Cup of Light
All About the Flaming Chalice
Pamela Baxter
This lovely, thought-provoking little book for young children opens the door onto an exploration of the symbol of our UU faith. Skinner House
Item 4233 | $5.00

A is for Activist
Innosanto Nagara
An ABC board book written and illustrated for the next generation of progressives.
Item 8293 | $9.99

A Lamp in Every Corner
A Unitarian Universalist Storybook
Janeen K. Grohsmeyer
Collection of 21 short stories
about UU history and traditions, famous UU men and women, and the 7 Principles.

Item 8040 | $15.00

A Queer History of the United States for Young People
Michael Bronski
Adapted by Richie Chevat
Queer history didn’t start with Stonewall. This book explores how LGBTQ people have always been a part of our national identity, contributing to the country and culture for over 400 years. **Beacon Press**

Item 6886 | $18.95

A Young UU’s Doodle-ography Journal
Lindy Gifford
The UU journal contains words and images that connect children and youth with their Unitarian Universalist heritage.

Item 8359 | $12.00

About Death
A Unitarian Universalist Book for Kids
Betsy Hill Williams, Jane Rzepka, Ken Sawyer, Noreen Kimball
Presents a gentle, yet unsentimental, story about how a family deals with the death of their beloved dog.

Item 8252 | $14.95

About God
A Unitarian Universalist Book for Kids
Betsy Hill Williams, Ken Sawyer, Noreen Kimball, Jane Rzepka
Takes a complex and challenging religious concept and makes it accessible to Unitarian Universalist children.

Item 8277 | $14.95

About Right and Wrong
A Unitarian Universalist Book for Kids
Betsy Hill Williams, Jane Rzepka, Ken Sawyer, Keith Kron
A child-friendly version of the sources of our Unitarian Universalist faith that inform our understanding of right and wrong.

Item 8291 | $14.95

Accept and Value Each Person
Cheri J. Meiners
Introduces diversity and related concepts, such as respecting differences, being inclusive and appreciating people just the way they are.

Item 8052 | $10.95

African Tales
A Barefoot Collection
Gcina Mhlophe
Get swept away by 8 traditional tales from 8 different African nations retold by master storyteller Gcina Mhlophe, a well-known South African activist, actor, poet, playwright and director.

Item 8330 | $16.99

All Are Welcome
A Unitarian Universalist Book for Kids
Alexandra Penfold
A warm, welcoming picture book that celebrates diversity and gives encouragement and support to all kids.

Item 6893 | $17.99

All The Colors We Are/Todos los colores de nuestra piel
The Story of How We Get Our Skin Color/La historia de por que tenemos diferentes colores de piel
Katie Kissinger
The essential resource for 20 years.

Item 8042 | $16.95

Ancient Stories for Modern Times
50 Short Wisdom Tales for All Ages
Faye Mogensen
50 lively and engaging stories from around the world explore a broad range of life lessons. Includes reflection questions, story maps, and an index of themes and UU Principles.

Skinner House
Paperback 5278 | $20.00

Aisha’s Moonlit Walk
Stories and Celebrations for the Pagan Year
Anika Stafford
This delightful book is narrated from a child's perspective as Aisha takes the reader through a year of pagan holidays and rituals. **Skinner House**

Item 5181 | $14.00

Anne Frank and the Remembering Tree
Sandy Eisenberg Sasso
A story of Anne Frank and her sister Margot, who loved a tree, and the tree who promised never to forget them. An age-appropriate way to introduce children ages 6-9 to the Jewish Holocaust. *Ski nner House*
*Item 3674 | $16.00*

Ayat Jamilah: Beautiful Signs
A Treasury of Islamic Wisdom for Children and Parents
Sarah Conover
This anthology draws from the core of Islamic spirituality and ethics, the Qur’an, the hadiths, the mystical verse, and folk tales of the Islamic narrative. *Ski nner House*
*Item 4608 | $19.95*

Baby Be Kind
Jane Cowen Fletcher
These simplest of gestures show that being kind feels so good that even a baby will want to try it.
*Item 8273 | $5.99*

Barefoot Book of Earth Tales
Dawn Casey
Learn how different cultures around the world set out to live in harmony with the natural world in this popular anthology, now in paperback.
*Item 8281 | $14.99*

Be Who You Are
Todd Parr
Encourages kids to be proud of who they are inside.
*Item 6551 | $17.99*

Black Enough
Stories of Being Young & Black in America
Edited by Ibi Zoboi
An essential collection of captivating stories about what it’s like to be young and Black in America. Ages 13+
*Item 6968 | $10.99*

Breathe and Be
A Book of Mindfulness Poems
Kate Coombs
A peaceful poetry book for kids of all ages.
*Item 8357 | $17.95*

Bullying is a Pain in the Brain
Trevor Romain
This classic, revised and updated to reflect the latest research, reassures kids that it’s not their fault if they are bullied and describes realistic ways to become “Bully-Proof.”
*Item 8189 | $8.95*

Can We Help?
Kids Volunteering to Help Their Communities
George Ancona
Real kids make a real difference in their communities in this vibrantly photographed chronicle.
*Item 6904 | $7.99*

Chalice Stickers
Ideal for use in religious education, at home and in church.
*Item 1261 | $7.00*

Changing Bodies, Changing Lives
Book for Teens on Sex and Relationships
Ruth Bell
Classic guide to teen sexuality and emotional well-being, written with teens and for teens.
*Item 2004 | $25.95*

Character Building, Day By Day
180 Read-Alouds for Elementary School and Home
Anne & Louis Mather
An excellent tool for the classroom or the character-conscious home.
*Item 1148 | $15.95*

Cliques, Phonies & Other Baloney
Trevor Romain
Written for every kid who has ever felt excluded or trapped by a clique, this book blends humor with practical advice as it tackles a serious subject.
*Item 5469 | $8.95*

Coloring Book and Reflections for Social Emotional Learning
James Butler
Combines mindfulness and SEL to be used both in the classroom and at home. Ages 4 – 10.
*Item 8377 | $11.99*

Counting on Community
Innosanto Nagara
A broad and inspiring vision of diversity is told through stories in words and pictures.
*Item 5701 | $8.99*

Creative Doodling In a Jar
Free Spirit
Add an element of visual learning to your classroom with these simple, ready-made doodles and inventive drawing
prompts. Re-create the drawing on the card for all to see. Then, invite students to continue the doodle to see where their imaginations take them!

**Item 8772 | $9.99**

**Dreamers**
**Yuyi Morales**
This gorgeous picture book is about making a home in a new place.

**Item 6787 | $18.99**

**Earth Care**
**World Folktales to Talk about**
**Margaret Read MacDonald**
More than 40 stories from 30 cultures that touch upon ecological themes.

**Item 8297 | $17.95**

**Earth Day: An Alphabet Book**
**Gary Kowalski**
In alphabetical order, the wonders of nature leap from the page, reminding readers that every day is a reason to give thanks and that miracles are as simple as ABC. *Skinner House*

**Item 8111 | $12.00**

**Everybody Is Important**
**A Kids’ Guide to Our Seven Principles**
**Jennifer Dant**
This delightful book helps children understand the seven Principles of Unitarian Universalism and how to live out these values every day. *Skinner House*

**Item 4202 | $6.00**

**Fighting Invisible Tigers**
**Stress Management for Teens**

**Revised and Updated 4th Ed.**
**Earl Hipp**
Getting rid of stress is impossible, but learning how to control the response to it can help teens develop healthier relationships, make better decisions, and outsmart those tigers. Ages 11 and up.

**Item 8376 | $14.99**

**Liz Gogerly**
Colorful art featuring a diverse group of children illustrates the book and brings to life a wide range of ideas for protecting the earth. The book concludes with an index, a glossary of terms, and a list of resources for further information. Ages 8 – 12.

**Item 8375 | $18.99**

**Good Morning Yoga**
**A Pose-by-Pose Wake Up Story**
**Mariam Gates**
Yoga helps children learn how to focus, relax, and both self-monitor and self-soothe.

**Item 8299 | $17.95**

**Goodness Gracious**
**A Gratitude Book for Children**
**Kathleen Green, Lori McElrath Eslick, Illustrator**
Help children cultivate a practice of gratitude and a sense of wonder for the world around them. *Skinner House*

**Item 3671 | $14.00**

**Harmony**
**A Treasury of Chinese Wisdom for Children and Parents**
**Sarah Conover**
Gathered in this volume are twenty-four of the most popular chengyu, Chinese sayings based on folk tales, and the stories based on them. *Skinner House*

**Item 4605 | $19.95**

**Here and Now**
**Julia Denos**
E.B. Goodale
A stunning celebration of mindfulness and a meditation on slowing down and enjoying each moment. Ages 4 – 8.

**Item 8374 | $17.99**
Hide-and-Seek with God
Second Edition
Mary Ann Moore
29 enchanting tales present God in a variety of multicultural ways: as a transcendent mystery, a spiritual force, a silent peace, the mother and father of life, light and darkness and more. Skinner House
Item 8105 | $12.00

I Remember
Poems and Pictures of Heritage
Lee Bennett Hopkins
These heartfelt poems and captivating illustrations shine a light on the rich diversity of people in our nation as well as the timeless human connections and experiences we all share.
Item 6946 | $19.95

Icebreakers in a Jar
Free Spirit Press
101 cards, each with three engaging questions, help kids break the ice in new situations and develop social skills as they learn more about their peers.
Item 5468 | $9.99

I'm Like You, You're Like Me
A Child's Book About Understanding and Appreciating Each Other
Cindy Gainer
A lively and colorful introduction to diversity for young children.
Item 8163 | $9.99

Inside All
Margaret Mason
Takes the reader on a journey, from the glowing edges of the universe into the warm heart of a sleeping child at bedtime.
Item 8095 | $8.95

I Help
A Book About Empathy and Kindness
Cheri Meiners
Positive and friendly, this board book encourages toddlers to notice the ways others help them and recognize some of the many ways they can help others.
Item 6698 | $8.99

I Am Human
A Book of Empathy
Susan Verde
A hopeful meditation on all the great (and challenging) parts of being human.
Item 6905 | $14.99

I Am Love
A Book of Compassion
Susan Verde
A celebration of love in all its forms.
Item 6938 | $14.99

I am Jazz
Jazz Jennings
The story of a transgender child based on the real-life experience of Jazz Jennings, who has become a spokesperson for transkids everywhere.
Item 8650 | $17.99

It's Not the Stork!
A Book About Girls, Boys, Babies, Bodies, Families and Friends
Robie Harris
Helps answer these questions that preschool, kindergarten, and early elementary school children ask about how they began.
Item 8171 | $11.99

It's Okay to Be Different
Todd Parr
Inspires kids to celebrate their individuality through acceptance of others and self-confidence.
Item 8098 | $8.00

It's Perfectly Normal, 20th Anniversary Updated Edition
Bodies, Growing Up, Sex, and Sexual Health
Robie Harris
Honest answers to nearly every imaginable question about sexuality.
Item 4041 | $12.99

It's So Amazing 15th Anniversary Updated Edition
A Book about Eggs, Sperm, Birth, Babies, and Families
Robie Harris
Easy-to-understand and humorous look at the basics of reproduction, birth and families.
Item 8197 | $12.99

It's Your World
Get Informed, Get Inspired and Get Going!
Chelsea Clinton
From the bestselling author of She Persisted First daughter turned activist and mother
Chelsea Clinton shows kids how they can make a difference in their world.
Item 6726 | $9.99

Jamie is Jamie
A Book About Being Yourself and Playing Your Way
Afshan Moradian
Maria Bogade
Some toys are just for girls and others are just for boys, aren’t they? Not according to Jamie!
Item 8336 | $12.95

Katha Sagar, Ocean of Stories
Hindu Wisdom for Every Age
Sarah Conover, Abhi Janamanchi
A captivating collection full of the sights and sounds of India, with stories selected from Hindu epics and folk tales. Additional resources provide information on Hinduism.
Skinner House
Item 5277 | $19.95

Kindness
A Treasury of Buddhist Wisdom for Children and Parents
Sarah Conover
Sarah Conover’s collection of traditional Buddhist tales leads us to the kind of implicit understanding of ourselves and others that only stories can provide.
Skinner House
Item 4607 | $19.95

La Frontera
My Journey with Papa
Deborah Mills
Alfredo Alva
Join a young boy and his father on an arduous journey from Mexico to the United States in the 1980s to find a new life.
Item 8334 | $17.99

Last Stop on Market Street
Matt De La Pena
Winner of the 2016 Newbery Medal. This energetic ride through a bustling city highlights the wonderful perspective only grandparent and grandchild can share, and comes to life through Matt de la Pena’s vibrant text and Christian Robinson’s radiant illustrations.
Item 8652 | $16.99

Let’s Talk About Race
Julius Lester
I am a story. So are you. So is everyone. In this acclaimed book, the author of the Newbery Honor Book To Be a Slave shares his own story as he explores what makes each of us special.
Item 5757 | $6.99

LGBTQ
The Survival Guide for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, and Questioning Teens, Revised and Updated 3rd Edition
Kelly Huegel Madrone
LGBTQ is the indispensable resource for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, and questioning teens—and their allies
Item 6783 | $16.99

Lin Yi’s Lantern
A Moon Festival Tale
Brenda Williams
Meet Lin Yi - a little boy with a big heart and a talent for bargaining. He wants to buy himself a red rabbit lantern at the market for the moon festival tonight; but first, he must buy the things his mother needs. Will he be able to save enough money on his mother’s needs to buy the lantern?
Item 8328 | $8.99

Little Book of Little Activists
You’re never too young to care about your community or to stand up for your beliefs. That’s the empowering message of this book, which is all about how real kids exercise their first amendment rights.
Item 6729 | $10.99

Little Leaders
Bold Women in Black History
Vasti Harrison
This beautifully illustrated book introduces readers of all ages to 40 women who changed the world. Ages 8 – 12.
Item 5702 | $16.99

Little Legends
Exception Men in Black History
Vashti Harrison
With Kwesi Johnson
An important book for readers of all ages, this beautifully illustrated and engagingly written volume brings to life true stories of black men in history. Ages 8 – 12.

Love and Help Activity Book
Second Edition
Gail Forsythe-Vail
A Program in Unitarian Universalist Identity for 7-11 year olds. Suitable for use in the UUA Cub Scout and Webelos Religious Emblem Program.
Item 7093 | $8.00

Magic Wanda’s Travel Emporium
Tales of Love, Hate and Things In Between
Joshua Searle-White
Lively language and quirky humor illuminate the themes of love, commitment, fear, bravery
and faith in settings as varied as leaky boats, magical islands and far-off planets. *Skinner House*

**Item 8075 | $15.00**

**Magic Wanda’s Travel Emporium CD**
Joshua Searle-White
Storyteller Joshua Searle-White reads 7 stories from his book *Magic Wanda’s Travel Emporium*. *Skinner House*

**Item 8076 | $15.00**

**Malala’s Magic Pencil**
Malala Yousafzai
Malala’s first picture book will inspire young readers everywhere to find the magic all around them.

**Item 6734 | $17.99**

**Meet Jesus**
The Life and Lessons of a Beloved Teacher
Lynn Tuttle Gunney
Introduces children to Jesus’ life and message of love, kindness, peace and tolerance with simple text and lively, full-color illustrations. *Skinner House*

**Item 4747 | $12.00**

**Merci Suárez Changes Gears**
Meg Medina
Thoughtful, strong-willed sixth-grader Merci Suárez navigates difficult changes with friends, family, and everyone in between in a resonant new novel.

**Item 6896 | $16.99**

**Mindfulness In a Jar**
101 Exercises to Help Children Focus and Calm Their Minds
*Free Spirit*
This inventive collection of quick and easy exercises helps kids live in the moment, de-stress, and zero in on the task at hand. Ages 4 – 10.

**Item 8774 | $9.99**

**Mira and the Big Story**
Laura Alary
Follow Mira on an inspiring journey of discovery, understanding, mythology and communication as she discovers a story big enough to include everyone. *Skinner House*

**Item 4445 | $12.00**

**Muhammad**
The Story of a Prophet and Reformer
Sarah Conover
In these pages, readers will encounter a man very different from the figure often presented in Western popular culture.

**Skinner House**

**Item 4425 | $14.00**

**My Heart Fills with Happiness**
Monique Gray Smith
Julie Flett
This beautiful board book serves as a reminder for little ones and adults alike to reflect on and cherish the moments in life that bring us joy.

**Item 8339 | $9.95**

**My Seven Principles**
A Child’s Booklet
The Seven Principles in fun colors and short, simple language that’s just right for kids. Pack of 10 booklets.

**Item 3598 | $9.00**

**Out of Wonder**
Poems Celebrating Poets
Kwame Alexander
Christ Colderley
Marjory Wentworth
Illustrated by: Ekua Holmes
The 2018 Coretta Scott King Illustrator Award Winner. A Newbery Medalist and a Caldecott Honoree’s *New York Times* best-selling ode to poets who have sparked a sense of wonder.

**Item 6892 | $16.99**

**Peace Tales**
World Folktales to Talk About
Margaret Read MacDonald

More than three dozen folktales and proverbs

**Item 8295 | $15.95**

**Rad American Women A-Z**
Rebels, Trailblazers, and Visionaries who Shaped Our History . . . and Our Future!
Kate Schatz
Profiles of 26 American women from the 18th through 21st centuries, who have made—or are still making—history.

**Item 6565 | $14.95**
Rad Girls Can
Stories of Bold, Brave, and Brilliant Young Women
Kate Schatz
A bold and brave collection of stories and art about inspiring and accomplished girls who have made positive impacts on the world.
Item 6792 | $16.99

Real Kids, Real Stories, Real Change
Courageous Actions Around the World
Garth Sundem
Thirty true stories profile ordinary kids doing extraordinary things around the world.
Item 8109 | $10.99

Real Kids, Real Stories, Real Character
Choices That Matter Around the World
Garth Sundem
Inspiring true stories from around the world of kids modeling courage, perseverance, and kindness in their communities.
Item 5467 | $10.99

Real Kids, Real Stories, Real Challenges
Overcoming Adversity Around the World
Garth Sundem
The third installment in the Real Kids, Real Stories collection again travels the world with inspirational short stories of young people who overcame adversity and persevered in the face of extreme challenges.
Item 6784 | $10.99

Sacred Stories
Wisdom from World Religions
Marilyn McFarlane
This comprehensive collection of timeless and powerful stories puts the wisdom of world religions in the hands of young readers.
Item 8263 | $12.99

Saturday
Oge Mora
In this warm and tender picture book, join a mother and daughter on an up-and-down journey that reminds them of what’s best about Saturdays: precious time together.
Item 6949 | $18.99

Sex is a Funny Word
A Book About Bodies, Feelings, and You
Cory Silverberg, Fiona Smyth
An essential resource about bodies, gender, and sexuality for children ages 8 to 10 as well as their parents and caregivers.
Item 8351 | $23.95

She Persisted
13 American Women Who Changed the World
Chelsea Clinton
Chelsea Clinton introduces tiny feminists, mini activists and little kids who are ready to take on the world to thirteen inspirational women who never took no for an answer, and who always, inevitably and without fail, persisted.
Item 8296 | $9.99

Small World
Ishta Mercurio, Jen Corace, illus.
A geometric meditation on wonder, a modern classic that expresses our big and small place in the vast universe.
Item 8371 | $17.99

Start Now!
You Can Make a Difference
Chelsea Clinton
For the youngest activists among us, a book geared just
for them full of facts, stories, and tips on how to change the world.

**Item 6898 | $16.99**

**Steal This Country**
A Handbook for Resistance, Persistence and Fixing Almost Everything
Alexandra Styron
A walk-the-talk, talk-the-talk, hands-on, say-it-loud handbook for activist kids who want to change the world!

**Item 6789 | $19.99**

**Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be Different**
True Tales of Amazing Boys Who Changed the World without Killing Dragons
This timely book joins and expands the gender-role conversation and gives middle-grade boys a welcome alternative message: that masculinity can mean many things.

**Item | $16.99**

**Story of Kwanzaa**
Donna Washington
The festival of Kwanzaa was originated by Dr. Maulana Karenga to honor the customs and history of African Americans.

**Item 8283 | $6.99**

**Stress Can Really Get on Your Nerves!**
Trevor Romain
This book is a helping hand for kids and an eye-opener for adults.

**Item 5470 | $8.95**

**Sulwe**
Lupita Nyong’o

**Item 6944 | $17.99**

**Sunday and Every Day**
My Little Book of Unitarian Universalism
Patricia Frevert
This book introduces the seven Principles and Six Sources in children’s language, followed by prayers for worship and everyday use, songs and stories.

**Skinner House**

**Item 7758 | $5.00**

**The Barefoot Book of Children**
Tessa Strickland
A gorgeous, global must-have for socially conscious parents and educators.

**Item 8313 | $19.99**

**The Barefoot Book of Classic Poems**
Jackie Morris
Over 70 of the most famous poems of all time are gathered with lush watercolor illustrations

**Item 8319 | $19.99**

**The Barefoot Book of Earth Poems**
Judith Nicholls
More than 30 classic and contemporary poems from around the globe.

**Item 8316 | $9.99**

**The Book Tree**
Paul Czajak Rashin Kheriyet
Celebrates the activist power of the written word and story-making while proclaiming the ability of just one child to make a difference in the world.

**Item 8333 | $17.99**

**The Boy Who Grew Flowers**
Jen Wojtowicz
Heartwarming tale that encourages children to empathize with and reach out to others.

**Item 8315 | $8.99**

**The Colors of Us**
Karen Katz
A positive and affirming look at skin color, from an artist’s perspective.

**Item 5758 | $7.99**

**The Day You Begin**
Jacqueline Woodson Rafael Lopez
A poignant, yet heartening book about finding courage to connect, even when you feel scared and alone.

**Item 6786 | $18.99**

**The EARTH Book**
Todd Parr
This sweet homage to our beautiful planet is sure to inspire readers of all ages to do their part in keeping the Earth happy and healthy.

**Item 8220 | $11.00**

**The Family Book**
Todd Parr
Celebrates the love we feel for our families and all the different varieties they come in.

**Item 8221 | $8.00**
The Garden of Time
Jill Hammer
In this story based on ancient Jewish legend, Adam and Eve decide what holidays they will celebrate. Illuminates Judaism, the calendar, and the environment for both children and adults. Skinner House
Item 8121 $15.00

The Golden Dreydl
Ellen Kushner
Imaginative drawings depict a universe where Jewish history collides with fantasy.
Item 8242 $8.95

The Kids Book of World Religions
Jennifer Glossop
With objectivity and accessibility, this book looks at the histories, scriptures, places of worship, religious leaders, gods, and major festivals that are the foundations of many of the world’s religions.
Item 8288 $14.95

The Story Tree
Tales to Read Aloud
Hugh Lupton
This easy-to-follow anthology includes both classic and lesser-known folktales from Germany, Norway, Russia and beyond.
Item 8318 $16.99

The Stuff of Stars
Marion Dane Bauer
Ekua Holmes
The 2019 Coretta Scott King Illustrator Award Winner. In an astonishing unfurling of our universe, Newbery Honor winner Marion Dane Bauer and Caldecott Honor winner Ekua Holmes celebrate the birth of every child.
Item $17.99

The Thankful Book
Todd Parr
Celebrates all the little things children can give thanks for.
Item 8285 $11.00

This Book is Anti-Racist
20 Lessons on How to Wake Up, Take Action, and Do The Work
Tiffany Jewell
Who are you? What is racism? Where does it come from? Why does it exist? What can you do to disrupt it? Learn about social identities, the history of racism and resistance against it, and how you can use your anti-racist lens and voice to move the world toward equity and liberation.
Item 6966 $14.99

Unitarian Universalism Is a Really Long Name
Jennifer Dant
In this fully illustrated introduction to Unitarian Universalism, the simple text and lively full-color art combine to offer youngsters useful and accessible answers to questions about UUism. Skinner House
Item 8108 $12.00

UU & Me!
Collected Stories
Betsy Hill Williams
Fact and fiction, historical and modern, mythical and real-life, these children’s stories have the power to spark imagination and stimulate reflection on how our faith informs our real lives.

We Are Grateful: Otsaliheliga
Traci Sorell
Beginning in the fall with the new year and ending in summer, follow a full Cherokee year of celebrations and experiences.
Item 8335 $17.99

We Rise, We Resist, We Raise Our Voices
Wade Hudson
Cheryl Willis
Fifty of the foremost diverse children’s authors and illustrators share answers to the question, “In this divisive world, what shall we tell our children?”
Item 6785 $18.99

What Do You Believe?
DK Editors
Introduces young readers to the many religions of the world and its equally numerous philosophies.
Item 5464 $9.99

What Do You Stand For? For Kids
A Guide to Building Character
Barbara Lewis
The true stories, inspiring quotations, thought-provoking dilemmas, and activities in this book help kids grow into capable, moral teens and adults.
Item 8286 $14.99

What Do You Stand For? For Teens
Barbara Lewis
Guided exploration of values issues such as honesty,
empathy, integrity and respect. With quotations, activities, problem-solving exercises, true stories and handouts.

**Item 5263 | $19.99**

**What If Nobody Forgave? And Other Stories, Second Edition**
Colleen M. McDonald
Nineteen stories bring to life the seven UU principles and are followed by discussion questions, activities and reading lists which are suitable for all ages. *Skinner House*

**Item 8198 | $14.00**

**What is Given from the Heart**
Patricia McKissack
Illus. by April Harrison
A poignant and uplifting celebration of the joy of giving.

**Item 6902 | $17.99**

**What Makes a Baby**
Cory Silverberg  
Fiona Smyth
A twenty-first century children’s picture book about conception, gestation, and birth, which reflects the reality of our modern time by being inclusive of all kinds of kids, adults, and families, regardless of how many people were involved, their orientation, gender and other identity, or family composition.

**Item 8350 | $16.95**

**What Would You Do? In a Jar**
Daily Dilemmas for Young Children
“What would you do?” scenarios help preschool and primary-age kids develop decision-making skills with this go-anywhere and easy-to-use jar. Ages 5 – 9.

**Item 8773 | $9.99**

**What's the Big Secret? Talking about Sex with Girls and Boys**
Laurie Krasny Brown, Marc Brown
With characteristic sensitivity, the talented team who created Dinosaurs Divorce presents helpful basic information on sex.

**Item 8066 | $8.99**

**Where Are You From?**
Yamile Saied Méndez
This resonant picture book tells the story of one girl who constantly gets asked a simple question that doesn’t have a simple answer.

**Item 8337 | $17.99**

**Wisdom Tales from Around the World**
50 Gems of Story and Wisdom
Heather Forest
Collection of fifty metaphorical folktales and parables selected with a global perspective.

**Item 8282 | $19.95**

**World Singalong CD**
Putumayo World Music
Burst into song with popular artists from Brazil, Benin, Trinidad and more! For all ages.

**Item 8326 | $14.99**

**Yo Soy Muslim**
Mark Gonzales
From Muslim and Latino poet Mark Gonzales comes a touching and lyrical picture book about a parent who encourages their child to find joy and pride in all aspects of their multicultural identity.

**Item 6723 | $17.99**

**Zach Makes Mistakes**
William Mulcahy
Includes a short note to help teachers, parents, counselors, and other adults reinforce the book’s messages and practice the easy-to-remember tool, the Key to Mistakes, skills with their kids.

**Item 5466 | $12.99**

---

**Reading Our Stories**

**60 on Up**
The Truth about Aging in the Twenty-first Century
Lillian Rubin
In this wide-ranging book, Dr. Rubin examines how the new longevity ricochets around our social and emotional lives, affecting us all, for good and ill, from adolescence into senescence. *Beacon Press*

**Item 3948 | $21.00**

**A Celestial Omnibus**
Short Fiction on Faith
J. P. Maney
Translucent, provocative fiction on themes of faith and meaning from favorite writers. *Beacon Press*

**Item 5003 | $25.00**

**A Deadly Mission**
An Olympia Brown Mystery
Judith Campbell

**Item 4578 | $15.95**
Dear Ijeawele, or a Feminist Manifesto in Fifteen Suggestions
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
From the best-selling author of *Americanah* and *We Should All Be Feminists* comes a powerful new statement about feminism today—written as a letter to a friend.
Item 6597 | $15.00

A Despicable Mission
An Olympia Brown Mystery
Judith Campbell
Item 4690 | $16.95

A Matter of Breeding
A Biting History of Pedigree Dogs and How the Quest for Status Has Harmed Man’s Best Friend
Michael Brandow
A provocative look at the “cult of pedigree” and an entertaining social history of purebred dogs. *Beacon Press*
Item 5457 | $18.00

A Predatory Mission
An Olympia Brown Mystery
Judith Campbell
Item 3725 | $16.95

A Singular Mission
An Olympia Brown Mystery
Judith Campbell
Item 7877 | $16.95

A Twisted Mission
An Olympia Brown Mystery
Judith Campbell
Item 5142 | $16.95

About Us
Essays from the Disability Series of *The New York Times*
Peter Catapano

Rosemarie Garland-Thomson
Collects the personal essays and reflections that have transformed the national conversation around disability.
Item 8372 | $27.95

Acts of Faith
The Story of an American Muslim, the Struggle for the Soul of a Generation – Revised Edition
Eboo Patel
Acts of Faith is a hopeful and moving testament to the power and passion of young people, and to the notion that we find the fulfillment of our identities in the work we do in the world. *Beacon Press*
Item 6765 | $16.00

All the Rage
A Quest
Martin Moran
A moving and surprisingly funny memoir about finding the right balance between anger and compassion. *Beacon Press*
Item 6718 | $16.00

American Plastic
Boob Jobs, Credit Cards, and Our Quest for Perfection
Laurie Essig
American Plastic is a powerful and original commentary on the relationship between cosmetic surgery, credit, and culture. *Beacon Press*
Item 4689 | $20.00

An African American Treasury of Christmas Stories
Bettye Collier-Thomas
A collection of Christmas stories written by African-American journalists, activists, and writers from the late 19th century to the modern civil rights movement. *Beacon Press*
Item 6773 | $19.95

An Improper English Mission
An Olympia Brown Mystery
Judith Campbell
Item 5117 | $16.95

An Unholy Mission
An Olympia Brown Mystery
Judith Campbell
Item 4728 | $16.95

An Unseaworthy Mission
An Olympia Brown Mystery
Judith Campbell
Item 6518 | $16.95

An Unspeakable Mission
An Olympia Brown Mystery
Judith Campbell
Item 4760 | $16.95

Anarcha Speaks
A History in Poems
Dominique Christina
The reimagined story of Anarcha, an enslaved Black woman, subjected to medical experiments by Dr. Marion Sims. Selected by Tyehimba Jess as a National Poetry Series winner. *Beacon Press*
Item 6774 | $16.00

Are We Born Racist?
New Insights from Neuroscience and Positive Psychology
Jason Marsh & Jeremy Smith & Rodolfo Mendoza-Denton
Are We Born Racist offers a straightforward overview of the new science of prejudice, and showcases the abundant
practical, research-based steps that can be taken in all areas of our lives to overcome prejudice. *Beacon Press*
Item 4828 | $18.00

**At the Broken Places**
A Mother and Trans Son Pick Up the Pieces
Mary Collins, Donald Collins
In this collaborative memoir a mother and trans son reflect on the emotionally complex journey they shared as Donald transitioned from female to male *Beacon Press*
Item 6569 | $16.00

**Before They're Gone**
A Family's Year-Long Quest to Explore America's Most Endangered National Parks
Michael Lanza
A veteran outdoors writer embarks on a one-year journey to introduce his children to the grandeur of America's national parks before they are radically altered by the effects of climate change. *Beacon Press*
Item 4966 | $16.00

**Being Heumann**
An Unrepentant Memoir of a Disability Rights Activist
Judith Heumann with Kristen Joiner
One of the most influential disability rights activists in US history tells her personal story of fighting for the right to receive an education, have a job, and just be human. *Beacon Press*
Item 6955 | $25.95

**Believer Beware**
First-person Dispatches from the Margins of Faith
Jeff Sharlet
In a world riven by absolute convictions, these ambivalent confessions, skeptical testimonies, and personal revelations speak to the subtler and stranger dilemmas of faith and doubt. *Beacon Press*
Item 6132 | $16.00

**Beyond (Straight and Gay) Marriage**
Valuing All Families under the Law
Nancy Polikoff
Nancy Polikoff writes a brilliant argument for the true equality of love and marriage. *Beacon Press*
Item 3974 | $16.00

**Billionaires' Ball**
Gluttony and Hubris in an Age of Epic Inequality
Linda McQuaig and Neil Brooks
Debunks the notion that Billionaires "deserve" their grand fortunes, when such wealth is really a by-product of a legal and economic system that's become deeply flawed. *Beacon Press*
Item 4427 | $18.00

**Breaking Free**
Women of Spirit at Midlife and Beyond
Marilyn Sewell
Groundbreaking anthology for women searching for spiritual guideposts to the second half of life *Beacon Press*
Item 4009 | $19.00

**Breathe**
A Letter to My Sons
Imani Perry
Explores the terror, grace, and beauty of coming of age as a Black person in contemporary America and what it means to parent our children in a persistently unjust world. *Beacon Press*
Item 6922 | $18.00

**Bridging the Class Divide And Other Lessons for Grassroots Organizing**
Linda Stout
Practical lessons for how to build real working relationships among people of different income levels, races, and genders. *Beacon Press*
Item 4975 | $23.00

**Cabin Fever**
A Suburban Father's Search for the Wild
Tom Montgomery Fate
Fate seeks a more attentive, deliberate way of seeing the world and our place in it, not only in the woods but also in the context of our relationships and society. *Beacon Press*
Item 3746 | $16.00

**Can We Talk about Race? And Other Conversations in an Era of School Resegregation**
Beverly Tatum
Psychologist and educator Beverly Daniel Tatum analyzes some of the most resonant issues in American education and race relations. *Beacon Press*
Item 4050 | $16.00

**Christmas in Crisis**
An Olympia Brown Mystery
Judith Campbell
Item 5473 | $14.00
Closing the Food Gap
Resetting the Table in the Land of Plenty
Mark Winne
Food activist and journalist
Mark Winne poses questions too often overlooked in our current conversations around food. *Beacon Press*
Item 3982 | $16.00

Common Fire
Leading Lives of Commitment in a Complex World
Sharon Daloz Parks
Landmark study reveals how we become committed to the common good and sustain our commitments in a changing world. *Beacon Press*
Item 1011 | $20.00

Confessions of an Eco-Sinner
Tracking Down the Sources of My Stuff
Fred Pearce
Pearce shows us the hidden worlds that sustain a Western lifestyle, and he does it by examining the sources of everything in his own life. *Beacon Press*
Item 4346 | $20.00

Corregidora
Gayl Jones
The new edition of an American fiction masterpiece, this is the harrowing story of Ursa Corregidora, a blues singer in the early 20th century forced to confront the inherited trauma of slavery. *Beacon Press*
Item 6875 | $16.00

Court of Refuge
Stories from the Bench of America’s First Mental Health Court
Judge Ginger Lerner-Wren
Rebecca Eckland
The story of America’s first Mental Health Court as told by its presiding judge, Judge Ginger Lerner-Wren—from its inception in 1997 to its implementation in over 400 courts across the nation. *Beacon Press*
Item 6758 | $26.95

Courting Equality
A Documentary History of America’s First Legal Same-Sex Marriages
Patricia A. Gozemba
In Massachusetts, equal marriage has not destroyed the family but rather has reinforced the importance of love, commitment, fairness, and equality to the functioning of healthy democratic communities. *Beacon Press*
Item 4018 | $20.00

Cries of the Spirit
A Celebration of Women’s Spirituality
Marilyn Sewell
More than 300 readings pay homage to the sanctity of women’s lives. *Beacon Press*
Item 4297 | $31.00

Daddy King
An Autobiography
Martin Luther King Sr.
First-person account and rarely heard life story of the man known as “Daddy King,” the Reverend Martin Luther King, Sr. *Beacon Press*
Item 8311 | $16.00

Do It Anyway
The New Generation of Activists
Courtney Martin
If you care about social change but hate feel-good platitudes, *Do It Anyway* is the book for you. *Beacon Press*
Item 4930 | $16.00

Dosed
The Medication Generation Grows Up
Kaitlin Bell Barnett
Nuanced look at the issue with stories from members of this “medication generation,” exploring how drugs informed their experiences at home, in school, and with the mental health professions. *Beacon Press*
Item 3813 | $18.00

Expand Social Security Now!
How to Ensure Americans Get the Retirement They Deserve
Steven Hill
Policy expert Steven Hill argues that Social Security should not only be defended, it should be substantially expanded. Here he proposes how we can double the monthly benefit and how to pay for it by closing many of the tax loopholes and deductions that disproportionately favor the wealthy few. *Beacon Press*
Item 6482 | $15.00

Faith Ed
Teaching About Religion in an Age of Intolerance
Linda K. Wertheimer
An intimate cross-country look at the new debate over religion in the public schools. Beacon Press
Item 6485 | $19.00

Faitheist
How an Atheist Found Common Ground with the Religious
Chris Stedman
Stedman challenges the orthodoxies of this movement and makes a passionate argument that atheists should learn to respect religious identity while remaining secular. Beacon Press
Item 2902 | $16.00

Fast Future
How the Millennial Generation is Shaping Our World
David Burstein
Drawing on extensive interviews with his Millennial peers and on compelling new research, Fast Future reveals the impact and story of the Millennial Generation—in its own words. Beacon Press
Item 2922 | $19.95

Finding Higher Ground
Adaptation in the Age of Warming
Amy Seidl
Amy Seidl takes the uniquely positive position that humans and animals can adapt and persist despite these changes. Beacon Press
Item 4003 | $20.00

Five Dollars and a Pork Chop Sandwich
Vote Buying and the Corruption of Democracy
Mary Frances Berry
A timely and nonpartisan book on voter manipulation and electoral corruption—and the importance of stimulating voter turnout and participation. Beacon Press
Item 6554 | $18.00

For White Folks Who Teach in the Hood...and the Rest of Y'all Too
Reality Pedagogy and Urban Education
Christopher Emdin
Merging real stories with theory, research, and practice, a prominent scholar offers a new approach to teaching and learning for every stakeholder in urban education. Beacon Press
Item 6544 | $16.00

Free for All
Defending Liberty in America Today
Wendy Kaminer
This collection offers incisive, original investigations of political freedom post-September 11, and reviews threats to sexual and religious liberty, free speech, privacy and the right to be free from unwarranted, unprincipled prosecutions. Beacon Press
Item 4481 | $16.00

Gaga Feminism
Sex, Gender, and the End of Normal
J. Jack Halberstam
Using Lady Gaga as a symbol for a new era, Halberstam deftly unpacks what the pop superstar symbolizes, to whom and why. Beacon Press
Item 2901 | $18.00

Gandhi: An Autobiography
The Story of My Experiments with Truth
Mohandas K. Gandhi
Gandhi recounts the story of his life and how he developed his concept of active nonviolent resistance, which propelled the Indian struggle for independence. Beacon Press
Item 4081 | $16.95

Global Values 101
Kate Holbrook
For anyone who has been moved by idealism and longed to become a more proactive citizen, this collection offers a range of stories on how progressive ethics can inform, inspire, and ultimately transform lives. Beacon Press
Item 4148 | $23.00

God vs. Gay?
The Religious Case for Equality
Jay Michaelson
A plea for a more compassionate, informed conversation on religion and sexual diversity. Beacon Press
Item 4413 | $16.00

Harness the Sun
America's Quest for a Solar-Powered Future
Philip Warburg
Going from the inner city to the open desert, a seasoned
environmental advocate looks at solar energy's remarkable ascent and its promise for America's future. *Beacon Press*
Item 8300 | $20.00

**Hollowing Out the Middle**
The Rural Brain Drain and What It Means for America
Patrick J. Carr, Maria J. Kefalas
These stories of civic engagement will certainly inspire and encourage readers struggling to defend their communities *Beacon Press*
Item 4226 | $17.00

**How to Survive Change You Didn't Ask For**
Bounce Back, Find Calm in Chaos, and Reinvent Yourself
M.J. Ryan
M. J. Ryan's paradigm-shifting book will help you bounce back, do more with less, rise to challenges, see new opportunities, find calm in chaos, reevaluate priorities, and reinvent yourself.
Item 5439 | $14.95

**I Told You So**
Kate Clinton
In collected columns and routines, Kate Clinton gleefully details personal coping techniques tested over a lifetime. *Beacon Press*
Item 4681 | $15.00

**If I Can Cook / You Know God Can**
African American Food memoires, Meditations, and Recipes
Ntozake Shange
An expanded edition of a celebrated book that travels throughout the African diaspora to savor the timeless joy of black cuisine and culture. *Beacon Press*
Item 6877 | $15.00

**Illegal People**
How Globalization Creates Migration and Criminalizes Immigrants
David Bacon
A veteran photojournalist explores the human side of globalization and argues for new ways to think about and legislate around immigration. *Beacon Press*
Item 4647 | $18.00

**In Defense of Childhood**
Protecting Kids' Inner Wildness
Chris Mercogliano
A maverick educator describes how to protect children's exuberance, address their thirst for knowledge and give them space to consider their place in the adult world. *Beacon Press*
Item 4506 | $16.00

**In Jerusalem**
Three Generations of an Israeli Family and a Palestinian Family
Lis Harris
A fresh look at the Israeli-Palestinian conflict that examines the life-shaping reverberations of wars and ongoing tensions upon the everyday lives of families in Jerusalem. *Beacon Press*
Item 6920 | $27.95

**In Later Years**
Finding Meaning and Spirit in Aging
Bruce T. Marshall
A Unitarian Universalist minister and chaplain explores questions of meaning and spirituality in aging through the stories and experiences of elders. *Skinner House*
Item 5213 | $18.00

**In Our Own Best Interest**
How Defending Human Rights Benefits All Americans
William Schulz
Compelling human stories that clearly delineate the connection between Americans' prosperity and human rights violations all over the globe. *Beacon Press*
Item 3785 | $21.00

**Inferior**
How Science Got Women Wrong—and the New Research That's Rewriting the Story
Angela Saini
What science has gotten so shamefully wrong about women, and the fight, by both female and male scientists, to rewrite what we thought we knew. *Beacon Press*
Item 6750 | $16.00

**Islam and the Future of Tolerance**
A Dialogue
Sam Harris, Maajid Nawaz
Dialogue between a famous atheist and a former radical
Item 5403 | $17.95

**Invisible**
How Young Women with Serious Health Issues Navigate Work, Relationships, and the Pressure to Seem Just Fine
Michel Lent Hirsch
An exploration of women navigating serious health issues at an age where they are expected to be healthy, dating, having careers and children. *Beacon Press*

**Item 6880 | $16.00**

**Jimmy’s Blues and Other Poems**
James Baldwin
Known for his relentless honesty and startlingly prophetic insights on issues of race, gender, class, and poverty, Baldwin is just as enlightening and bold in his poetry as in his famous novels and essays. *Beacon Press*

**Item 5447 | $16.00**

**Julián is a Mermaid**
Jessica Love
In an exuberant picture book, a glimpse of costumed mermaids leaves one boy flooded with wonder and ready to dazzle the world.

**Item 6871 | $16.99**

**Kindred**
Octavia E. Butler
Butler’s combination of slave memoir, fantasy, and historical fiction has been a classic for nearly 4 decades. *Beacon Press*

**Item 4119 | $16.00**

**Let the Students Speak!**
A History of the Fight For Free Expression in American Schools
David Hudson
Details the rich history and growth of the First Amendment in public schools *Beacon Press*

**Item 4261 | $17.00**

**Liberation**
New Works on Freedom from Internationally Renowned Poets
Mark Ludwig
An exploration of freedom by some of the world’s most celebrated poets, published for the seventieth anniversary of the liberation of the Nazi camps. *Beacon Press*

**Item 6457 | $16.00**

**Life as Jamie Knows It**
An Exceptional Child Grows Up
Michael Berube
The story of Jamie Berube’s journey to adulthood and a meditation on disability in American life.

**Item #6708 | $16.00**

**Like One of the Family**
Conversations from a Domestic’s Life
Alice Childress
A new edition of the classic novel about African American domestic workers, featuring a foreword by Roxane Gay

**Item 6553 | $18.00**

**Living Beautifully with Uncertainty and Change**
Pema Chodron
Offers us a way to relax into profound sanity in the midst of whatever non-sanity is happening around us.

**Item 5453 | $14.95**

**Living Islam Out Loud**
American Muslim Women Speak
Saleem Abdul-Ghafur
Living Islam Out Loud presents the first generation of American Muslim women who have identified as both American and Muslim *Beacon Press*

**Item 4258 | $18.00**

**Living with Racism**
The Black Middle-Class Experience
Joe & Melvin Feagin
Groundbreaking study that exposes the depth and relentlessness of the racism that middle-class African Americans confront every day.

**Item 5138 | $30.00**

**Looking for Lorraine**
The Radiant and Radical Life of Lorraine Hansberry
Imani Perry
A revealing portrait of one of the most gifted and charismatic, yet least understood, Black artists and intellectuals of the twentieth century. *Beacon Press*

**Item 6919 | $17.95**

**Love in a Headscarf**
Shelins Zahara Janmohamed
The story of one woman’s hilarious and thought-provoking quest to find love in the traditional way of her faith.

**Item 4849 | $15.00**

**Love You to Pieces**
Creative Writers on Raising a Child with Special Needs
Suzanne Kamata

**www.uua.org/bookstore** | Order by phone 1-800-215-9076
The first literary collection fiction, essays, and poetry on raising special-needs children.

*Beacon Press*

*Item 5093 | $16.00*

**Love's Promises**

How Formal and Informal Contracts Shape All Kinds of Families

*Martha Ertman*

Blends memoir and legal cases to show how contracts can create family relationships.

*Beacon Press*

*Item 6505 | $20.00*

**Margaret Fuller**

A New American Life

*Megan Marshall*

The trailblazing life of Margaret Fuller: Thoreau's first editor, Emerson's close friend, daring war correspondent, tragic heroine.

*Item 5186 | $16.95*

**Me Dying Trial**

Patricia Powell

From a major voice in Caribbean literature, this is a story of Gwennie Glaspole, a schoolteacher trapped in an unhappy marriage, fighting to resist Jamaican cultural expectations and for her independence.

*Beacon Press*

*Item 6931 | $16.00*

**Mean Little Deaf Queer**

A Memoir

*Terry Galloway*

Edgy and wickedly hilarious memoir.

*Beacon Press*

*Item 4021 | $18.00*

**Missing Class**

The Portraits of the Near Poor in America

*Katherine Newman and Victor Tan Chen*

An urgent examination of the lives of millions of hardworking Americans—neither poor nor middle class—who live without a safety net.

*Beacon Press*

*Item 4353 | $16.00*

**Modern Families**

Stories of Extraordinary Journeys to Kinship

*Joshua Gamson*

A personal, intimate account of the extraordinary ways that today's families are being created.

*Item 8355 | $15.95*

**Modern HERStory**

Blair Imani

An inspiring and radical celebration of 70 women, girls, and gender nonbinary people who have changed—and are still changing—the world.

*Item 6900 | $17.99*

**Mousy Cats and Sheepish Coyotes**

The Science of Animal Personalities

*John Shivik*

A wildlife expert explores what science tells us about animals as unique individuals and why animal personality matters for the human-animal bond and for adaptation in nature.

*Beacon Press*

*Item #6776 | $16.00*

**My Confection**

Odyssey of a Sugar Addict

*Lisa Kotin*

A funny, candid, and original coming-of-age story told through sugar addiction.

*Beacon Press*

*Item 5982 | $15.95*

**Myth of the Spoiled Child**

Coddled Kids, Helicopter Parents, and Other Phony Crises

*Alfie Kohn*

A prominent and esteemed critic challenges widely held beliefs about children and parenting, revealing that underlying each myth is a deeply conservative ideology that is, ironically, often adopted by liberal parents.

*Beacon Press*

*Item 5978 | $17.00*

**Nina Here Nor There**

My Journey Beyond Gender

*Nick Krieger*

*Beacon Press*

*Item 4722 | $15.00*

**No Stopping Us Now**

The Adventures of Older Women in History

*Gail Collins*

A lively, fascinating, eye-opening look at women and aging in America.

*Item 6941 | $30.00*

**Notes of a Native Son**

James Baldwin

A new edition of the book many have called James Baldwin's most influential work.

*Beacon Press*

*Item 4158 | $15.00*

**Nurturing the Soul of Your Family**

10 Ways to Reconnect and Find
Peace in Everyday Life
Renee Peterson Trudeau
A guidebook for personal and spiritual renewal from the award-winning author of The Mother’s Guide to Self-Renewal.
Item 4504 | $15.95

Odd Clauses
Understanding the Constitution through Ten of Its Most Curious Provisions
Jay Wexler
An innovative, insightful, often humorous look at the Constitution’s lesser-known clauses, offering a fresh perspective on the document’s relevance today Beacon Press
Item 4996 | $16.00

One Teacher in Ten in the New Millenium
LGBT Educators Speak Out About What’s Gotten Better… and What Hasn’t
Kevin Jennings
Twenty completely new stories of negotiating the triumphs and challenges of being an LGBT educator in the twenty-first century. Beacon Press
Item 6454 | $17.00

Our Grandchildren Redesigned
Life in the Bioengineered Society of the Near Future
Michael Bess
A panoramic overview of biotechnologies that can endlessly boost human capabilities and the drastic changes these “superhuman” traits could trigger Beacon Press
Item 8306 | $22.00

Out Law
What LGBT Youth Should Know About Their Legal Rights
Lisa Keen
Lays out the basics about federal, state, and local laws that frequently impact LGBTQ youth and explains how legal authority and responsibility is often vested in local officials, such as school principals. Beacon Press
Item 4047 | $13.00

Outlaw Marriages
The Hidden Histories of Fifteen Extraordinary Same-Sex Couples
Rodger Streitmatter
The engaging untold stories of fifteen prominent same-sex couples who defied cultural norms and made significant contributions to American history. Beacon Press
Item 4998 | $16.00

Overdiagnosed
Making People Sick in the Pursuit of Health
Welch, Gilbert, Schwartz, and Woloshin
Documenting the excesses of American medical practice that labels far too many of us as sick, Welch examines the social, ethical, and economic ramifications of a health-care system that unnecessarily diagnoses and treats patients. Beacon Press
Item 4876 | $15.00

Political Emerson
Essential Writings on Politics and Social Reform
David Robinson
No blind follower of government or society, Emerson was an independent and original thinker who often argued eloquently for the right to dissent. Beacon Press
Item 6098 | $16.00

Powered by Girl
A Field Guide for Supporting Youth Activists
Lyn Mikel Brown
A playbook for working with and training girls to be activists of their own social movements. Beacon Press
Item 8306 | $16.00

Project Fatherhood
A Story of Courage and Healing in One of America’s Toughest Communities
Jorja Leap
A group of former gang members come together to help one another answer the question “How can I be a good father when I’ve never had one?” Beacon Press
Item 6497 | $16.00

Queer Quotes
On Coming Out and Culture, Love and Lust, Politics and Pride, and Much More
Teresa Theophano
Beacon Press
Item 4876 | $15.00

www.uua.org/bookstore | Order by phone 1-800-215-9076
Compendium of wit and wisdom from well-known historical and contemporary cultural figures. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 4113 | $10.00*

**Queer Virtue**  
*What LGBTQ People Know About Life and Love and How it Can Revitalize Christianity*  
Reverend Elizabeth Edman  
LGBTQ people are a gift to the Church and have the potential to revitalize Christianity. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 6571 | $17.00*

**Random Acts of Kindness Then and Now**  
The 20th Anniversary of a Simple Idea That Changes Lives  
True stories, thoughtful quotations, and suggestions for generosity inspire readers to live more compassionately.  
*Item 5437 | $14.95*

**Remembering the Music, Forgetting the Words**  
*Travels with Mom in the Land of Dementia*  
Kate Whouley  
A chronicle of the profound, life-changing, and laugh-out-loud funny moments in the journey of an Alzheimer’s caregiver *Beacon Press*  
*Item 3700 | $16.00*

**Salaam, Love**  
*American Muslim Men on Love, Sex and Intimacy*  
Ayesha Mattu, Nura Maznavi  
The truth is there are millions of Muslim men trying to figure out the complicated terrain of love, sex, and relationships just like any other American man. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 3675 | $16.00*

**Same Family, Different Colors**  
*Confronting Colorism in America’s Diverse Families*  
Lori Tharps  
Weaving together personal stories, history, and analysis, Same Family, Different Colors explores the myriad ways skin-color politics affect family dynamics in the United States. *Beacon Press*  
*Item #6712 | $16.00*

**She Looks Just Like You**  
*A Memoir of (Nonbiological Lesbian) Motherhood*  
Amie Klempnauer Miller  
Part love story, part comedy, part quest, Miller’s candid and humorous memoir is a much-needed cultural roadmap for becoming a parent, even when the usual categories do not fit. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 4401 | $18.00*

**Social Insecurity 401(k)s and the Retirement Crisis**  
James W. Russell  
The story of a massive and international retirement robbery—from its ideological origins in Milton Friedman’s infamous Chicago School to its implementation in Chile under Pinochet’s dictatorship and adoption in America via Reaganomics. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 5459 | $20.00*

**Some of My Friends Are… The Daunting Challenges and Untapped Benefits of Cross-Racial Friendships**  
An insightful look at how cross-racial friendships work and fail within American society. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 6934 | $15.95*

**Soul Discovery Coloring Book**  
*Noodle, Doodle, and Scribble*  
Your Way to an Extraordinary Life  
Janet Conner  
Adult coloring books are all the rage and this one comes with the added benefit of helping readers to reach deep within themselves to connect with the divine.  
*Item 5235 | $14.95*

**Sowing the Dragon’s Teeth Land Mines and the Global Legacy of War**  
Philip Winslow  
Winslow draws on his years as a foreign correspondent to introduce the victims, the deminers, and the way land mines destroy nations. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 3996 | $13.00*

**Stand Your Ground**  
*A History of America’s Love Affair with Lethal Self-Defense*  
Caroline Light  
A history of America’s Stand Your Ground gun laws, from Reconstruction to Trayvon Martin. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 6699 | $18.00*
Straight
The Surprisingly Short History of Heterosexuality
Hanne Blank
The eye-opening story of a complex and often contradictory man-made creation that turns out to be anything but straight or narrow. Beacon Press
Item 4952 | $18.00

Sustainable Planet
Roadmaps for the Twenty-first Century
Betsy Taylor, Juliet Schor
How to spend less, consume less and restore greater balance to our lives. Beacon Press
Item 3799 | $22.00

Taking Retirement
A Beginner's Diary
Carl Klaus
Author explores the emotional work of retiring from a lifetime of teaching. Beacon Press
Item 4571 | $21.00

Talking about Death
A Dialogue between Parent and Child
Earl Grollman
Compassionate guide about death for adults and children to read together. Beacon Press
Item 4229 | $20.00

Testimony
The Transformative Power of Unitarian Universalism
Meg Riley
A dynamic collection of personal stories from people whose lives have been dramatically changed by Unitarian Universalism. Skinner House
Item 3130 | $14.00

The $60,000 Dog
My Life with Animals Lauren Slater
An intimate manifesto on the unique, invaluable, and often essential contributions animals make to our lives. Beacon Press
Item 2910 | $15.00

The Accordion Family
Boomerang Kids, Anxious Parents, and the Private Toll of Global Competition
Katherine Newman
Presents evidence that the food industry and the economy is affecting our children as they go to college only to return home because jobs are not available. Beacon Press
Item 4733 | $18.00

The Animals' Agenda
Freedom, Compassion, and Coexistence in the Human Age
Marc Bekoff
A compelling argument that the time has come to use what we know about the fascinating and diverse inner lives of other animals on their behalf. Beacon Press
Item 6751 | $17.00

The Beauty Suit
How My Year of Religious Modesty Made Me a Better Feminist
Lauren Shields
A young feminist finds herself questioning why “hotness” has become necessary for female empowerment—and looks for alternatives. Beacon Press
Item 6754 | $18.00

The Coming Population Crash
and Our Planet's Surprising Future
Fred Pearce
A leading environmental writer looks at the unexpected effects, and possible benefits, of a shrinking, graying population. Beacon Press
Item 4039 | $16.00

The Complete Guide to Mental Health for Women
Lauren Slater
Drawing on the latest thinking in psychiatry and psychology, written for women of diverse backgrounds. Beacon Press
Item 3900 | $24.95

The Death of Josseline
Immigration Stories from the Arizona Borderlands
Margaret Regan
Using Arizona as a microcosm, Regan explores a host of urgent issues revolving around immigration and human rights. Beacon Press
Item 4901 | $15.00

The Drone Eats with Me
A Gaza Diary
Atef Abu Saif
An ordinary Gazan’s chronicle of the struggle to survive during Israel’s 2014 invasion of Gaza. Beacon Press
Item 6496 | $16.00

The Family of Adoption
Joyce Maguire Pavao
Timely, powerful argument for the right kind of openness within adoptive families.  
*Beacon Press*  
**Item 5340 | $18.00**

**The Fire This Time**  
*The Fire Next Time*  
Jesmyn Ward  
Envisioned as a response to James Baldwin’s groundbreaking 1963 essay collection *The Fire Next Time*, contemporary writers reflect on the past, present, and future of race in America.  
**Item 6573 | $16.00**

**The Geography of Childhood**  
Gary Paul Nabhan  
Two naturalists ask what may happen now that so many more children are denied exposure to wildness than at any other time in human history.  
*Beacon Press*  
**Item 5121 | $20.00**

**The Good Death**  
Ann Neumann  
Following the death of her father, journalist and hospice volunteer Ann Neumann sets out to examine what it means to die well in the United States.  
*Beacon Press*  
**Item 6556 | $18.00**

**The Healing**  
Gayl Jones  
A new edition of a National Book Award finalist follows a black faith healer whose shrewd observations about human nature are told with the rich lyricism of the oral storytelling tradition.  
*Beacon Press*  
**Item 6930 | $17.00**

**The New Wild**  
Fred Pearce  
A provocative exploration of the “new ecology” and why most of what we think we know about alien species is wrong.  
*Beacon Press*  
**Item 6480 | $20.00**

**The Overloaded Liberal**  
Fran Hawthorne  
A veteran journalist and levelheaded mom tackles the ethics of everyday life.  
*Beacon Press*  
**Item 4042 | $15.00**

**The Power of Nonviolence**  
Howard Zinn  
A compelling step forward in the study of pacifism, for readers looking for ways to respond to a crisis other than with guns or bombs.  
*Beacon Press*  
**Item 3798 | $17.00**

**The Social Life of DNA**  
Alondra Nelson  
The unexpected story of how genetic testing is affecting race in America.  
*Beacon Press*  
**Item 8304 | $20.00**

**The Spiritual Emerson**  
Ralph Waldo Emerson  
Brings together the essays and lectures that best articulate Emerson’s spiritual vision, and promise the greatest relevance to today’s reader.  
*Beacon Press*  
**Item 5028 | $21.00**

**The Transgender Child**  
Stephanie Brill and Rachel Pepper  
This comprehensive first-of-its-kind guidebook explores the unique challenges that thousands of families face every day raising their transgender children in every city and state.  
**Item 6484 | $16.95**

**The Transgender Teen**  
Stephanie Brill and Lisa Kenney  
This comprehensive guidebook explores the unique challenges that thousands of families face every day raising a teenager who may be transgender, gender-variant or gender-fluid.  
**Item 6509 | $16.95**

**The Weight of Shadows**  
José Orduña  
Tracing his story of becoming a US citizen, this memoir explores the complex issues of
immigration and assimilation.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 6481 | $17.95

**The Young and the Digital**  
What the Migration to Social Network Sites, Games, and Anytime, Anywhere Media Means for Our Future  
S. Craig Watkins  
A media expert explains how and why the digital migration is transforming youth culture, identity, and everyday life.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 4846 | $18.00

“*They Take Our Jobs!*”  
And 20 other Myths about Immigration – Expanded Edition  
Aviva Chomsky  
Revised and expanded edition of the groundbreaking book that demystifies twenty-one of the most widespread myths and beliefs about immigrants and immigration.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 6745 | $16.00

**Trans Liberation**  
Beyond Pink or Blue  
Leslie Feinberg  
This stirring call for tolerance and solidarity from the acclaimed activist and author collects Feinberg’s speeches on trans liberation and its essential connection to the liberation of all people.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 4541 | $19.00

**Unashamed**  
Musings of a Fat, Black Muslim  
Leah Vernon  
A searingly honest memoir of one young woman’s journey toward self-acceptance as she comes to see her body as a symbol of rebellion and hope and chooses to live her life unapologetically.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 6926 | $24.95

**Upstairs Wife**  
An Intimate History of Pakistan  
Rafia Zakaria  
A memoir of Karachi through the eyes of its women.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 6502 | $18.00

**We Shall Not Be Moved**  
Rebuilding Home in the Wake of Katrina  
Tom Wooten  
Focusing on recovery efforts in five New Orleans neighborhoods—Broadmoor, Hollygrove, Lakeview, the Lower Ninth Ward, and Village de l’Est—Tom Wooten presents vivid narratives through the eyes and voices of residents rebuilding their homes.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 6461 | $16.00

**We Should All Be Feminists**  
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie  
A unique definition of feminism for the twenty-first century, one rooted in inclusion and awareness.  
Item 6563 | $7.95

**We Wear the Mask**  
15 True Stories of Passing in America  
Brando Skyhorse  
Why do people pass? Fifteen writers reveal their experiences with passing—including racial, ethnic, sexual orientation, gender, and economic forms of passing.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item #6704 | $18.00

**What Does It Mean to be Well Educated?**  
And More Essays on Standards, Grading, and Other Follies  
Alfie Kohn  
A hard-hitting collection of essays on school and schooling by one of education’s best known observers.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 4452 | $16.00

**What Is Marriage For?**  
E. J. Graff  
Passionate, witty history of marriage from a feminist perspective.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 4559 | $26.00

**When God Isn’t Green**  
A World-Wide Journey to Places Where Religious Practice and Environmentalism Collide  
Jay Wexler  
In this lively, round-the-world trip, law professor and humorist Jay Wexler explores the intersection of religion and the environment.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 5977 | $20.00

**When I Spoke in Tongues**  
A Story of Faith and Its Loss  
Jessica Wilbanks  
A memoir of the profound destabilization that comes from losing one’s faith—and a young woman’s journey to reconcile her lack of belief with her love for her deeply religious family.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 6779 | $26.95
White Bread
A Social History of the Store
Bought Loaf
Aaron Bobrow-Strain
Teaches us that when Americans debate what one should eat, they are also wrestling with larger questions of race, class, immigration, and gender. Beacon Press
Item 4321 | $17.00

Whose Story is This?
Old Conflicts, New Chapters
Rebecca Solnit
New feminist essays for the #MeToo era from the international best-selling author of Men Explain Things to Me. Item 8373 | $15.95

Why We Can’t Wait
Martin Luther King Jr.
Recounts the Birmingham campaign in vivid detail, while underscoring why 1963 was such a crucial year for the civil rights movement. Beacon Press
Item 4937 | $14.00

Will Standards Save Public Education?
Deborah Meier
National leader in educational reform contests the very idea of a centralized authority that dictates how and what teachers teach. Beacon Press
Item 4554 | $16.00

Women Warriors
An Unexpected History
Pamela D. Toler
Who says women don’t go to war? From Vikings and African queens to cross-dressing military doctors and WWII Russian fighter pilots, these are the stories of women for whom battle was not a metaphor. Beacon Press
Item 6956 | $16.00

Women Writing Resistance
Essays on Latin America and the Caribbean
Jennifer Browdy
Essays on Latinx and Caribbean identity and on globalization by renowned women writers, including Julia Alvarez, Edwidge Danticat, and Jamaica Kincaid. Beacon Press
Item #6709 | $18.00

The World in Flames
A Black Boyhood in a White Supremacist Doomsday Cult
Jerald Walker
A memoir of growing up with blind, African-American parents in a segregated cult preaching the imminent end of the world. Beacon Press
Item #6707 | $18.00

Writing as a Way of Healing
How Telling Our Stories Transforms Our Lives
Louise Desalvo
Examines how anyone can use writing as a way to overcome the emotional and physical wounds that are an inevitable part of life. Beacon Press
Item 4561 | $18.00

Writing Hard Stories
Celebrated Memoirists Who Shaped Art from Trauma
Melanie Brooks
Acclaimed memoirists describe the process of writing their most painful memories. Beacon Press
Item 6555 | $16.00

“You Can Tell Just by Looking”
And 20 Other Myths about LGBT Life and People
Michael Bronski
The authors challenge readers to question their own beliefs and to grapple with the complexities of what it means to be queer in the broadest social, political, and cultural sense. Beacon Press
Item 2906 | $16.00

You Can’t Be Neutral on a Moving Train – New Ed.
A Personal History of Our Times
Howard Zinn
A new edition of Howard Zinn’s landmark memoir that chronicles his lifelong commitment to social justice and steadfast belief that ordinary people can change history. Beacon Press
Item 6768 | $17.00

Searching for Our Truth
365 Ways to Live Generously
Simple Habits for a Life That’s Good for You and for Others
Sharon Lipinski
Create your best life through developing generosity. Item 6576 | $16.99

Your purchase from inSpirit contributes directly to the work of the Unitarian Universalist Association to support our congregations.
55, Underemployed, and Faking It
Your Guide to a Better Life
Elizabeth White
For the millions of people in their fifties and sixties who find themselves out of work, unable to find a job, and financially incapable of retiring, here’s a practical plan for getting past any blame or shame, overcoming denial, and finding a path to a new normal.
Item 6889 | $26.00

A Dream Too Wild
Emerson Meditations for Every Day of the Year
Barry E Andrews
This famous Transcendentalist’s spiritual vision comes to life in this collection of daily meditations, 365 passages drawn from Emerson's entire oeuvre—sermons and lectures, journals, essays and poetry.
Skinner House
Item 5418 | $16.00

A Gift of Love
Martin Luther King Jr.
Collectively these sermons present King's fusion of Christian teachings and social consciousness and promote his prescient vision of love as a social and political force for change.
Beacon Press
Item 5249 | $15.00

A Grateful Heart
M. J. Ryan
365 blessings organized by season make every mealtime more nourishing.
Item 4990 | $16.95

A Manual of Worship
Insights from Over 50 Years as a Unitarian Universalist Minister
Frank Schulman
Schulman discusses the theoretical and practical elements of worship services.
Item 7295 | $14.00

A Troubled Guest
Life and Death Stories
Nancy Mairs
Nancy Mairs offers readers a unique way of viewing life’s ultimate passage.
Beacon Press
Item 3803 | $16.00

A Wind Swept Over the Waters
Reflections on Sixty Favorite Bible Passages
John Nichols
This book contains well-known and beloved verses from the Old and New Testaments, plus reflections on how these passages speak to our daily lives.
Skinner House
Item 5638 | $15.00

A Year of Living Kindly
Choices that Will Change Your Life and the World Around You
Donna Cameron
Using stories, observation, humor, and summaries of expert research—Donna Cameron shares her experience committing to 365 days of practicing kindness.
Item 6795 | $16.95

A Year of Spiritual Companionship
52 Weeks of Wisdom for a Life of Gratitude, Balance, and Happiness
Anne Kertz Kernion
A week-by-week guide to living more thoughtfully and finding peace, connection, and joy in your daily life.
Item 6472 | $14.99

After the Good News
Progressive Faith Beyond Optimism
Nancy McDonald Ladd
With humor and humanity, calls religious progressives to greater authenticity and truth-telling rather than mere optimism.
Skinner House
Item 6855 | $16.00

All Labor Has Dignity
Martin Luther King Jr. Covering all the civil rights movement highlights award-winning historian Michael K. Honey introduces and traces Dr. King’s dream of economic equality.
Beacon Press
Item 6324 | $20.00

Almost Everything
Notes on Hope
Anne Lamott
In this profound and funny book, Lamott calls for each of us to rediscover the nuggets of hope and wisdom that are buried within us.
Item 6791 | $20.00

At Blackwater Pond
Mary Oliver
In this first-ever Oliver CD recording, the poet reads 40 poems.
Beacon Press
Item 5053 | $18.95

Awakening Loving-Kindness
Pema Chodron
Inspiration and encouragement for cultivating kindness-by
embracing the joy, suffering, confusion, and brilliance of our everyday lives.

Item 6724 | $12.95

Be a Good in the World
365 Days of Good Deeds, Inspired Ideas and Acts of Kindness
Brenda Knight
A book of "good days" filled with ideas for making a difference.

Item 6907 | $15.95

Be the Change
Poems, Prayers and Meditations for Peacemakers and Justice Seekers
Stephen Shick
Shick offers a collection of wisdom and support for activists who stand up to injustice in all walks of life and society. Skinner House

Item 5022 | $12.00

Becoming
A Spiritual Guide for Navigating Adulthood
Kayla Parker
A spiritual companion for young adults and all who live amid transitions and tensions. Dozens of carefully selected readings address themes that are prominent for people in their twenties and early thirties. Skinner House

Item 2002 | $8.00

Being Both
Embracing Two Religions in One Interfaith Family
Susan Katz Miller
A book on the growing number of interfaith families raising children in two religions.

Skinner House

Item 5696 | $12.00

Blue Horses
Poems
Mary Oliver
Mary Oliver returns to the imagery that has defined her life's work, describing with wonder both the everyday and the unaffected beauty of nature.

Item 6540 | $16.00

Blue Iris
Poems and Essays
Mary Oliver
Elegantly illustrated, Blue Iris brings together ten new poems, two dozen of Mary Oliver's favorite poems, and two previously unpublished essays. Beacon Press

Item 4108 | $16.00

Bless All Who Serve
Sources of Hope, Courage and Faith for Military Personnel and Their Families
Matthew Tittle
A pocket-sized and durable little book of readings and songs from many faith traditions, ancient and modern, plus reflections by veterans and military chaplains. Skinner House

Item 1882 | $8.00

Bless the Imperfect
Meditations for Congregational Leaders
Kathleen Montgomery
From some of the most prominent voices in Unitarian Universalism today come these 50 poems, prayers, and prose reflections to support and celebrate congregational leaders. Skinner House

Item 5696 | $12.00

Braiding Sweetgrass
Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of Plants
Robin Wall Kimmerer
Drawing on her life as an indigenous scientist, a mother, and a woman, Kimmerer shows how other living beings offer us gifts and lessons, even if we've forgotten how to hear their voices.

Item 6543 | $18.00

Chaos, Wonder and the Spiritual Adventure of Parenting
An Anthology
Sarah Conover, Tracy Springberry
This collection of essays from bestselling authors Barbara Kingsolver, Barry Lopez, Scott Russell Sanders and others reflects on how parenting challenges, enriches, and magnifies our spiritual selves. Skinner House

Item 6540 | $16.00

Coming Out in Faith
Voices of LGBTQ Unitarian Universalists
Susan Gore
This collection of poignant testimonials illuminates the lived experience of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender Unitarian Universalists. Skinner House

Item 3608 | $14.00
Cultivating Empathy
The Worth and Dignity of Every Person—Without Exception
Nathan C. Walker
This emotionally honest and personal exploration of conflict introduces a creative and compassionate way to develop empathetic responses using the spiritual practice of the moral imagination. *Skinner House*
Item 6476 | $14.00

Did I Say That Out Loud?
Musings from a Questioning Soul
Meg Barnhouse
Combining personal experience with the professional insights of a minister and therapist, Barnhouse beckons us to let go of regrets and worries about the future and, instead, surrender to life. *Skinner House*
Item 3842 | $12.00

Dare to Lead
Brave Work, Tough Conversations, Whole Hearts
Brene Brown
How do you cultivate braver, more daring leaders, and how do you embed the value of courage in your culture?
Item 6790 | $28.00

Daring Greatly
How the Courage to Be Vulnerable Transforms the Way We Live, Love, Parent, and Lead
Brene Brown
A transformative new vision for the way we lead, love, work, parent, and educate that teaches us the power of vulnerability.
Item 8367 | $17.00

Defying The Nazis
The Sharps’ War
Artemis Joukowsky
Official companion to the Ken Burns PBS film tells the little-known story of the Sharps, an otherwise ordinary couple whose faith and commitment to social justice inspired them to undertake dangerous rescue and relief missions across war-torn Europe, saving the lives of countless refugees, political dissidents, and Jews on the eve of World War II. *Beacon Press*
Item 6583 | $18.00

Evidence
Poems
Mary Oliver
Mary Oliver offers us poems of arresting beauty that reflect on the power of love and the great gifts of the natural world. *Beacon Press*
Item 4934 | $15.00

Fail, Fail Again, Fail Better
Wise Advice for Leaning into the Unknown
Paula Cole Jones
Encounters weaves an anguished but hopeful path through core issues confronting our society regarding race, ethnicity, and identity. *Skinner House*
Item 3935 | $14.00

Engaged Spiritual Life
A Buddhist Approach to Transforming Ourselves and the World
Donald Rothberg
Weaves together basic spiritual teachings, real life examples, social context and exercises to enable readers to connect all parts of their lives—personal, interpersonal and political. *Beacon Press*
Item 5336 | $18.00

Everyday Spiritual Practice
Simple Pathways for Enriching Your Life
Scott S Alexander
Creating a home altar, practicing martial arts, fasting, and quilting. These are just some of the ways they’ve found to make every day more meaningful and satisfying. *Skinner House*
Item 5666 | $16.00

Embracing the darkness
The Illuminated Path
Brené Brown
Combining personal experience with the professional insights of a minister and therapist, Barnhouse beckons us to let go of regrets and worries about the future and, instead, surrender to life. *Skinner House*
Item 8367 | $17.00

Encounters
Poems about Race, Ethnicity and Identity
Paula Cole Jones
Encounters weaves an anguished but hopeful path through core issues confronting our society regarding race, ethnicity, and identity. *Skinner House*
Item 3935 | $14.00

Evidence
Poems
Mary Oliver
Mary Oliver offers us poems of arresting beauty that reflect on the power of love and the great gifts of the natural world. *Beacon Press*
Item 4934 | $15.00

Fail, Fail Again, Fail Better
Wise Advice for Leaning into the Unknown
Paula Cole Jones
Encounters weaves an anguished but hopeful path through core issues confronting our society regarding race, ethnicity, and identity. *Skinner House*
Item 3935 | $14.00
Pema Chodron
Heartfelt advice on facing the unknown - in ourselves and in the world - and how our missteps can open our eyes to new possibilities.
Item 8356 | $14.95

Faithful Practices
Everyday Ways to Feed Your Spirit
Erik Wikstrom
An eclectic mix of contributors share their reflections about spiritual practices in their everyday lives and provide models for those seeking a practice of their own. Skinner House
Item 5599 | $18.00

Felicity
Poems
Mary Oliver
Mary Oliver celebrates love in this collection of poems.
Item 6541 | $24.95

Finding the Voice Inside
Writing as a Spiritual Quest for Women
Gail Collins-Ranadive
Forty practical yet imaginative writing exercises invite women to explore their uniquely feminine spirituality. Skinner House
Item 3781 | $14.00

For All of Us, One Today
An Inaugural Poet's Journey
Richard Blanco
In this brief and evocative narrative, he shares for the first time his journey as a Latino immigrant and openly gay man discovering a new, emotional understanding of what it means to be an American. Beacon Press
Item 2919 | $15.00

For Small Creatures Such as We
Rituals for Finding Meaning in Our Unlikely World
Sasha Sagan
A luminous exploration of Earth’s marvels that require no faith in order to be believed.
Item 6945 | $26.00

For Want of Water and Other Poems
Sasha Pimentel
Searing verses set on the Mexican border about war and addiction, love and sexual violence, grief and loss, from an American Book Award-winning author. Selected by Gregory Pardlo as winner of the National Poetry Series. Beacon Press
Item #6711 | $16.00

From Zip Lines to Hosaphones
Dispatches from the Search for Truth and Meaning
Jane Rzepka
Whimsical and poignant reflections span amusement parks, Tibetans, Jesus, time capsules, history, zip lines, gods, dinette sets, Passover and silence. Skinner House
Item 3819 | $14.00

Get Well Wishes
Prayers and Poems for Comfort and Healing
June Cotner
A thoughtful and lasting bouquet of good wishes, culled from a wide variety of sources and traditions.
Item 6908 | $16.95

Gmorning, Gnight!
Little Pep Talks for Me & You
Lin-Manuel Miranda
From the creator and star of Hamilton, with beautiful illustrations by Jonny Sun, comes a book of affirmations to inspire readers at the beginning and end of each day.
Item 6793 | $22.00

God's Dog
Conversations with Coyote
Webster Kitchell
Discussions between a philosophical clergyman and Coyote, a minor deity of the southwestern United States, are both stirring and playful. Skinner House
Item 4388 | $10.00

Going Out Dancing Poems
Ric Masten
Masten has challenged and inspired audiences nationwide for decades with his unique mix of musical ministry and poetry. Skinner House
Item 7335 | $12.00

Graces
Prayers and Poems for Everyday Meals and Special Occasions
June Cotner
Graces will bring inspiration to your meals and special gatherings.
Item 5354 | $15.95

House of Light
Mary Oliver
This collection of poems by Mary Oliver invites the reader to step across the threshold of
ordinary life into a world of natural and spiritual luminosity. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 4424 | $16.00*

**How Lovely the Ruins**
Inspirational Poems and Words for Difficult Times  
Annie Chaqnot, Emi Ikkanda  
This wide-ranging collection of inspirational poetry and prose offers readers solace, perspective, and the courage to persevere.  
*Item 6735 | $22.00*

**How to Be Alive**
A Guide to the Kind of Happiness That Helps the World  
Colin Beavan  
Nudges the unfulfilled toward creating their own version of the Good Life—a life where feeling good and doing good intersect.  
*Item 6568 | $14.99*

**How to Bury a Goldfish**
And Other Ceremonies and Celebrations for Everyday Life  
Virginia Lang  
Filled with ways to instill mindfulness and grace into everyday life, *How to Bury a Goldfish* offers more than 100 new traditions and rituals to commemorate and honor special moments. *Skinner House*  
*Item 4911 | $15.00*

**How to Love a Country**
Poems  
Richard Blanco  
A new collection from the renowned inaugural poet exploring immigration, gun violence, racism, LGBTQ issues, and more, in accessible and emotive verses. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 6958 | $14.00*

**In This Very Moment**
A Simple Guide to Zen Buddhism  
James Ishmael Ford  
This book is a wonderful tool that provides the history, philosophy and practice of Zen for beginners and those interested in the tradition. *Skinner House*  
*Item 5352 | $10.00*

**In Time’s Shadow**
Stories About Impermanence  
Marilyn Sewell  
Insightful, compassionate slices of life that will bring laughter, and, at the same time, take you deeper into the mysteries of life. *Skinner House*  
*Item 5791 | $18.00*

**Interreligious/Interfaith Studies**
Defining a New Field  
Eboo Patel, Jennifer Howe Peace, Noah Silverman, editors  
A groundbreaking academic anthology that explores the emerging field of interreligious/interfaith studies. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 6764 | $28.00*

**It’s Not Magic**
Poems  
John Sands  
Snapshots of youth, displayed with verve and sparkling clarity, in a new collection of poems. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 6923 | $16.00*

**Kabir**
Eccstatic Poems  
Robert Bly  
The power of Kabir’s words comes from his passion—and also from his humor. He is at once irreverent toward authority and amazed by divinity *Beacon Press*  
*Item 5255 | $12.00*

**Landscapes of Aging and Spirituality**
Essays  
Kathleen Montgomery  
In 19 lovely essays, elders reflect on the experience of aging and how it intersects with their spiritual lives. These heartfelt ruminations are alternately tender and frank, funny and wistful. *Skinner House*  
*Item 5175 | $12.00*

**Leading with Love**
Inspiration for Spiritual Activists  
Hisae Matsuda  
This book is gift, solace, and inspiration for idealists, progressives, and anyone fighting the good fight.  
*Item 6899 | $14.95*

**Life Lines**
Holding On (and Letting Go)  
Forrest Church  
Hopeful book that explores the experiences that can help us survive suffering, feel more deeply connected to neighbors and strangers and gain a better understanding of human limits and our place in the Universe. *Beacon Press*  
*Item 6112 | $21.00*

**Lifecraft**
The Art of Meaning in the
Everyday
Forrest Church

Church challenges us to imagine ourselves as a "consortium of personae" rather than as a fixed identity...otherwise, we will either think too much or too little of ourselves. A joyous book on the art of finding meaning in daily life. *Beacon Press*

Item 5385 | $16.00

Listening Against the Stone
Selected Essays
Brenda Miller

Listening Against the Stone brings together selections spanning the breadth of the work of Brenda Miller, including six essays that have won the Pushcart Prize. *Skinner House*

Item 5075 | $14.00

Living Revision
A Writer’s Craft as Spiritual Practice
Elizabeth Jarrett Andrew

A guide for writers through the writing and revision process with insight and grace. *Skinner House*

Item 5251 | $18.00

Living When a Loved One Has Died
Earl Grollman

Respected counselor, rabbi and writer gently guides you through the grieving process. *Beacon Press*

Item 4131 | $14.00

Love and Death
My Journey through the Valley of the Shadow
Forrest Church

The goal of life, Reverend Church tells us, "is to live in such a way that our lives will prove worth dying for." *Beacon Press*

Item 5668 | $16.00

Man’s Search for Meaning
Victor Frankel

Psychiatrist Viktor Frankl’s memoir has riveted generations of readers with its descriptions of life in Nazi death camps and its lessons for spiritual survival. *Beacon Press*

Item 5064 | $14.00

Young Adult Edition
Item 6558 | $10.99
Gift Edition
Item 7629 | $22.95

Many Miles
Mary Oliver Reads Mary Oliver
Beloved poet Mary Oliver reads a selection of forty-one of her poems. CD *Beacon Press*

Item 4419 | $16.95

Meditations of the Heart
Howard Thurman

Collection of Thurman’s best-known meditations. 54 timeless pieces address life’s trials and uncertainties, offering hope and wisdom for people of all faiths. *Beacon Press*

Item 5412 | $20.00

Mirabai
Ecstatic Poems
Robert Bly

Lively English versions of Mirabai’s poems, using fresh images and energetic rhythms to make them accessible to modern readers. *Beacon Press*

Item 4983 | $14.00

MLK
A Celebration in Word and Image
Martin Luther King Jr.

An unprecedented collection of black-and-white photographs combined with stirring quotations by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. *Beacon Press*

Item 4875 | $15.00

Morning Haiku
Sonia Sanchez

A collection of haiku that celebrates the gifts of life and mourns the deaths of revered African American figures in the worlds of music, literature, art, and activism. *Beacon Press*

Item 4043 | $14.00

Nature and Walking
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Writing that defines our distinctly American relationship to nature. *Beacon Press*

Item 4788 | $14.00

Never Far from Home
Stories from the Radio Pulpit
Carl S Scovel

Renowned for his preaching, for many years Scovel was pastor of King’s Chapel, the historic Unitarian Universalist church on Tremont Street in Boston. *Skinner House*

Item 5094 | $16.00

New and Selected Poems
Vol. 1
Mary Oliver
This collection features thirty poems published only in this volume as well as selections from the poet’s first eight books.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 4691 | $18.00

### New and Selected Poems, Vol. 2
Mary Oliver

Essential companion collection to Mary Oliver’s National Book Award-winning *New and Selected Poems, Volume One*.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 5622 | $16.00

### Nothing Gold Can Stay
The Colors of Grief
Mark Belletini

In 22 simple yet profound reflections, seasoned minister Mark Belletini explores the many and varied forms of grief.  
*Skinner House*  
Item 5133 | $12.00

### On Living
Kerry Egan

A hospice chaplain passes on wisdom on giving meaning to life, from those taking leave of it.  
Item 6732 | $16.00

### On the Brink of Everything
Grace, Gravity and Getting Old
Parker J. Palmer

A beautiful book of reflections on what we can learn as we move closer to “the brink of everything.”  
Item 6794 | $19.95

### Ordinary Time
Cycles in Marriage, Faith, and Renewal
Nancy Mairs

Unconventional spiritual autobiography, told in a remarkable, outspoken voice and rooted in the messy realities and questions of one woman’s life.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 4979 | $20.00

### Owls and Other Fantasies
Poems and Essays
Mary Oliver

The author collects twenty-three of her poems about the birds that have been such an important part of her life.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 4109 | $16.00

### Poems to Live by in Troubling Times
Joan Murray

Sixty poems, by our most acclaimed and beloved poets, for the difficult times we live in.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 5511 | $12.00

### Poems to Live by in Uncertain Times
Joan Murray

Addresses our need for wisdom in dark times, whether those times are personal or the ones we live through together.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 3778 | $16.00

### Power in Words
The Stories behind Barack Obama’s Speeches, from the State House to the White House
Mary Frances Berry, Josh Gottheimer

Power in Words delivers the behind-the-scenes account of Obama’s rhetorical legacy and is a collection to relish for years to come.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 6326 | $20.00

### Prairie Soul
Finding Grace in the Earth Beneath My Feet
Jeffrey Lockwood

One man’s evocative journey of ecological, moral and spiritual discovery unfolds on the high plains of Wyoming and stretches to the grasslands of France and central Asia.  
*Skinner House*  
Item 5313 | $14.00

### Real Life Rituals
Karyl Huntley

The sacredness of a ritual allows your spirit to inhabit these lessons in a way that goes deeper than words; that is the blessing of ritual.  
Item 6430 | $12.95

### Red Bird
Mary Oliver

Sixty-one poems overflowing with Oliver’s keen observation of the natural world.  
*Beacon Press*  
Item 4899 | $16.00

### Rumi Day by Day
Maryam Mafi

Use these words as tools to better your life each day, to draw continued guidance, inspiration and spiritual wealth.  
Item 6432 | $14.95

### Scriptorium
Poems
Melissa Range  
A collection of poems exploring questions of religious and linguistic authority, from medieval England to contemporary Appalachia 
A National Poetry Series winner.  
Beacon Press  
Item 8309 | $18.00

Secular Meditation  
32 Practices for Cultivating Inner Peace, Compassion, and Joy  
Rick Heller  
A guide from the Humanist Community at Harvard.  
Item 5234 | $15.95

Silence  
In the Age of Noise  
Erline Kagge  
Translated by Becky L. Crook  
What is silence?  
Where can it be found?  
Why is it now more important than ever?  
Item 6901 | $14.95

Simple Abundance  
365 Days to a Balanced and Joyful Life  
Sarah Ban Breathnach  
Updated and expanded for everyone who loved the original – and a whole new generation that needs it now more than ever- this guide continues to lead us to more fulfilling, harmonious, and joyful lives.  
Item 6948 | $29.00

Simply Pray  
A Modern Spiritual Practice to Deepen Your Life  
Erik Wikstrom  
Wikstrom reveals the universal qualities of prayer and offers a way to incorporate this spiritual practice into your personal journey.  
Skinner House  
Item 5070 | $15.00

Soul Repair  
Recovering from Moral Injury after War  
Rita Nakashima Brock & Gabriella Lettini  
Soul Repair will help veterans, their families, members of their communities, and chaplains to understand the impact of war on the consciences of healthy people.  
Beacon Press  
Item 2909 | $15.00

Start Where You Are  
A Journal for Self-Exploration  
Meera Lee Patel  
An interactive journal designed to help readers nurture their creativity, mindfulness, and self-motivation.  
Item 6731 | $16.00

Surprised by God  
How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Religion  
Danya Ruttenberg  
A memoir of a young woman’s spiritual awakening.  
Beacon Press  
Item 4298 | $16.00

Swan  
Mary Oliver  
Oliver offers us lyrics of great depth and beauty that continue her lifelong work of loving the world.  
Beacon Press  
Item 4496 | $14.00

The Blooming of the Lotus  
Revised Edition of the Classic Guided Meditation for Achieving the Miracle of Mindfulness  
Thich Nhat Hanh  
Thich Nhat Hanh's healing words help us acknowledge and dissolve anger and separation by illuminating the way toward the miracle of mindfulness.  
Beacon Press  
Item 5004 | $16.00

The Blue Cotton Gown  
A Midwife’s Memoir  
Patricia Harman  
The memoir of a midwife.  
Beacon Press  
Item 4645 | $16.00

The Book of Joy  
Lasting Happiness in a Changing World  
Dalai Lama, Desmond Tutu  
Two spiritual giants. Five days. One timeless question  
Item 6536 | $26.00

The Call to Care  
Essays by Unitarian Universalist Chaplains  
Karen Hutt  
In sixteen heartfelt and thoughtful essays, Unitarian Universalist chaplains provide a close-up view of their day-to-day ministry in hospitals, hospices, prisons, the military, the police force, and rehabilitation centers.  
Skinner House  
Item 5426 | $16.00

The Generosity Path  
Finding the Richness in Giving  
Mark Ewert  
With easy-to-read guidance, The Generosity Path sheds new light on our finances, connecting money to our
values, beliefs, and loves, and promoting skills and strategies in charitable giving. *Skinner House*

**Item 5998 | $14.00**

**The Interfaith Family Journal**

Susan Katz Miller

An invaluable resource to help interfaith families discover their unique interfaith practice and identity with interactive exercises and activities. *Skinner House*

**Item 2119 | $16.00**

**The Measure of Our Lives**

A Gathering of Wisdome

Toni Morrison

At once the ideal introduction to Toni Morrison and a lovely and moving keepsake for her devoted readers: a treasury of quotations from her work. With a foreword by Zadie Smith.

**Item 6947 | $18.00**

**The Miracle of Mindfulness**

A Manual on Meditation

Thich Nhat Hanh

Helps readers of all religious faiths to achieve greater self-understanding and peace. *Beacon Press*

**Item 5016 | $15.00**

**Gift Edition**

**Item 8310 | $20.00**

**The Pen and the Bell**

Mindful Writing in a Busy World

Brenda Miller

About gaining access to our deeper selves in the workaday world, and bringing forth this authentic self in our writing. *Skinner House*

**Item 5015 | $15.00**

**The Seasoned Soul**

Reflections on Growing Older

Eliza Blanchard

These eighty-seven elegant essays reflect on aging, using wise and inspiring quotations from many cultures and religious traditions. *Skinner House*

**Item 5107 | $14.00**

**The Sober Truth**

Debunking the Bad Science Behind Twelve-Step Programs and the Rehab Industry

Lance and Zachary Dodes

This book offers new and actionable information for addicts, their families, and medical providers *Beacon Press*

**Item 6420 | $16.00**

**The Stars in Our Pockets**

Getting Lost and Sometimes Found in the Digital Age

A personal and profound reminder of the world around us and the worlds within us – and how, as alienated as we may sometimes feel, they were made for each other. *Beacon Press*

**Item 6932 | $23.95**

**The Sustainable Soul**

Eco-Spiritual Reflections and Practices

Rebecca Hecking

This book a poignant and inspirational guide for a journey toward ecological spirituality and sustainable culture. *Skinner House*

**Item 5105 | $14.00**

**The Three Questions**

How to Discover and Master the Power Within You

Don Miguel Ruiz

A profound guide that takes us deeper into the tradition of Toltec wisdom, helping us find and use the hidden power within us to achieve our fullest lives.

**Item 6969 | $14.99**

**Thirst**

Poems

Mary Oliver

A new chapter in Mary Oliver's illustrious career, this collection takes us inside the poet's grief and her discovery of faith. *Beacon Press*

**Item 4114 | $15.00**

**Thoreau as Spiritual Guide**

A Companion to Walden for Personal Reflection and Group Discussion

Barry C Andrews

A fresh reading of Walden as a meditative companion, teaching tool and guide to personal growth. *Skinner House*

**Item 5367 | $16.00**

**Thou, Dear God**

Prayers That Open Hearts and Spirits

Martin Luther King Jr.

The first and only collection of sixty-eight prayers by Martin Luther King Jr. *Beacon Press*

**Item 6382 | $15.00**

**True Harvest**

Readings from Henry David Thoreau for Every Day of the Year

Barry Andrews

This book offers 365 short readings from the famous Transcendentalist who elected
to spend two solitary years in a cabin overlooking Walden Pond.

*Skinner House*

Item 5504 | $15.00

**Twelve Steps to a Compassionate Life**

*Karen Armstrong*

Provides an impassioned and practical guide to helping us make the world a more compassionate place.

Item 6328 | $14.95

**Wake Up! Daily Lessons For a More Liberated and Loving Life**

*Tom Owen-Towled*

Wake Up! is for anyone who wishes to experience greater illumination and clarity in his or her own life.

Item 5575 | $18.00

**Waking Up A Guide to Spirituality Without Religion**

*Sam Harris*

A guide to meditation as a rational practice informed by neuroscience and psychology.

Item 5232 | $16.00

**Waking Up the Karma Fairy Life Lessons and Holy Adventures**

*Meg Barnhouse*

In this collection of 40 essays, Meg Barnhouse writes about everyday events like watching TV with the kids and she transforms them with offbeat humor and infectious hopefulness. *Skinner House*

Item 3829 | $12.00

**Walden Lessons for the New Millennium**

*Henry David Thoreau*

McKibben, reading Thoreau as a cultural and spiritual seer, focuses on two questions central to a contemporary reading of Walden: "How much is enough?" and "How do I know what I want?" *Beacon Press*

Item 6590 | $10.95

**War Zone Faith An Army Chaplain's Reflections from Afghanistan**

*George Tyger*

Determined to find meaning in the midst of war, Army chaplain Captain George Tyger reflects on his faith, his prejudices, and his privilege, and shares the unique perspective he has gained while serving and ministering in a war zone. *Skinner House*

Item 5298 | $14.00

**Who Will Remember Me? A Daughter's Memoir of Grief and Recovery**

*Barbara Hamilton-Holway*

Meditative in tone, Who Will Remember Me? reminds us that from loss we can also discover a new beginning. *Skinner House*

Item 5224 | $14.00

**Why I Wake Early**

*Mary Oliver*

Each poem is imbued with the extraordinary perceptions of a poet who considers the everyday in our lives and the natural world around us. *Beacon Press*

Item 5129 | $15.00

**Wrestling with Adulthood Unitarian Universalist Men Talk About Growing Up**

*Ken Beldon*

Here are young Unitarian Universalist men boldly and offers advice on preserving connection, self-care, and staying open to the possibility of grace. *Skinner House*

Item 5994 | $16.00

**While Still There Is Light Writing from a Minister Facing Death**

*Nancy Shaffer*

The chronicle of the final year of a Unitarian Universalist minister following a terminal cancer diagnosis. Insightful, heartrending, and inspiring; perfect for those facing serious or terminal illness and those who care for them. *Skinner House*

Item 5298 | $14.00

**Welcoming the Unwelcome Wholehearted Living in a Brokenhearted World**

*Pema Chodron*

An open-hearted call for human connection, compassion, and learning to love the world just as it is during these most challenging times.

Item | $24.95

**Where Two Worlds Touch A Spiritual Journey Through Alzheimer's Disease**

*Jade C. Angelica*

A spiritual memoir and a pastoral guide for those who love someone with Alzheimer's.

*Beacon Press*

Item 5129 | $15.00

Your purchase from inSpirit contributes directly to the work of the Unitarian Universalist Association to support our congregations.
honestly exploring the challenges they faced while growing up and the choices they made. *Skinner House*

**Item 4725 | $15.00**

**Writing the Sacred Journey**  
The Art and Practice of Spiritual Memoir  
Elizabeth Andrew

Readers will discover how to construct a well-crafted spiritual memoir—one that honors the author’s interior, sacred story and is at the same time accessible to others. *Skinner House*

**Item 5246 | $16.00**

**Singing Our Journey**

**Bible Songs on Timeless Themes**  
*Songbook*  
Eugene Navias

Thirty-eight Bible songs, spirituals, rounds, hymns and chants from different cultures and musical styles

**Item 1061 | $12.00**

**Bring Many Names**  
Music from Our Liberal Religious Tradition  
First Unitarian Church of Oakland

25 hymns from *Singing the Living Tradition*. 72 minute CD.

**Item 4195 | $15.00**

**Choral Responses**

Tunes and lyrics for openings, chalice lightings, prayers and closings

**Item 7213 | $9.00**

**Contemporary Singing for Choirs**

If you’re a choir director looking for a vibrant contemporary sound from your traditional church choir, this 2-hour DVD shows you how to work with the three essential components: the choir, soloists, and the band.  
*DVD*

**Item 7868 | $39.95**

**Fire of Commitment**

Jason Shelton

Offers 12 songs, including 6 from *Singing the Journey: Supplement to Singing the Living Tradition*.

**Item 7194 | $15.00**

**Las voces del camino**

*Un complemento de Singing the Living Tradition*  
Perfect for churches with Spanish-speaking congregants and others seeking multicultural programming.

**Item 7130 | $18.00**

**Las Voces del Camino Large Print**  
*Un complemento de Singing the Living Tradition*  
Ken Herman  
Las voces del camino presents 75 songs in Spanish, including songs from Singing the Living Tradition plus fresh selections from Spanish-speaking cultures the world over.  
**Item 7391 | $25.00**

**May This Light Shine Songbook**

*A Songbook for Children and Youth*  
Collection of 30 songs by UU composers features wide range from chants and unison songs to 2- and 3-part choral anthems.

**Item 7284 | $8.00**

**Music in the Air**  
Music from Our Liberal Religious Tradition  
First Unitarian Church of Oakland

25 hymns from *Singing the Living Tradition*. 72 minute CD.

**Item 7116 | $15.00**

**Singing the Journey**

Supplement to Singing the Living Tradition

This 75-song supplement presents an exceptional variety of music for congregational singing.

**Item 7409 | $18.00**

**Singing the Journey Large Print (Keyboard) Edition**  
*Supplement to Singing the Living Tradition*  
Suitable for pianists, organists and readers who prefer larger print.

**Item 7299 | $25.00**

**Singing the Living Tradition Hymnal**  
Pew Edition  
Unitarian Universalism’s hymnbook - hymns, songs and readings from around the world.

**Item 7203 | $28.00**

**Singing the Living Tradition Large Print Hymnal**  
Suitable for pianists, organists and readers who prefer larger print.

**Item 7157 | $45.00**
Expressing our UU Identity

25 Beacon Street Note Cards
Set of 5 notecards of artistic black and white photographs taken by the Reverend Erik Resly of the former headquarters of the UUA.
Item 7467 | $10.00

Big Chalice Purple T Shirt
Wear your Unitarian Universalism with pride!
Available in Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, XX-Large
Item 7886 | $20.00

Blue Chalice Lapel Pin
With a silver Church of the Larger Fellowship chalice on a blue enamel background. 3/4" with a butterfly clasp.
Item 5724 | $7.00

Bumper Stickers, pack of 6
Share the good news of Unitarian Universalism with the driver behind you. Two each of 3 UU Affirmations.
Item 7485 | $12.00

Candles Note Cards
Unique and colorful note card design from the Church of the Larger Fellowship.
Item 4799 | $12.00

Chalice Clear Cling Decal
Features the Unitarian Universalism chalice in bright colors on a clear background. Clear cling decals stick without adhesive to metal and glass. Decals are 3” x 5.75”.
Item 7810 | $3.00

Chalice Decal
Features the Unitarian Universalism chalice in bright colors. Decals are 3” x 5.75”.
Item 7809 | $3.00

Chalice Hoop Earrings with Turquoise Stone and Pewter Charm
Pewter cast charm on silver plate loop earrings.
Item 7665 | $20.00

Chalice Key Chain
Take Unitarian Universalism with you everywhere. Silver plated.
Item 7606 | $8.00

Chalice Lapel Pin
Available in White or Red. 7/8 inch.
Item 6490 | $8.00

Chalice Lapel Pin - Double Circle Pewter
Attractive 3/4 inch pewter double circle Chalice Lapel Pin with a butterfly clasp.
Item 7437 | $15.00

Chalice Lapel Pin - Enamel
7/8 inch enamel double circle Chalice Lapel Pin with a butterfly clasp.
Item 7435 | $7.00

Chalice Lapel Pin - Pewter Oval
Attractive 3/4 inch pewter oval Chalice Lapel Pin with a butterfly clasp.
Item 7436 | $12.00

Chalice Loop Earrings with Pewter Charm
Pewter cast charm on silver plate loop earrings.
Item 7662 | $18.00

Chalice Luggage Tag
Available in Green, Orange, or Red.
Item 7910 | $15.00

Chalice Magnet
Bring Unitarian Universalism into your home. Also perfect for church kitchens.
Item 7500 | $5.00

Chalice Mug
With Black exterior, available in Purple, Red, Green, or Yellow interior.
Item 7906 | $10.00

Chalice Note Cards
Unique and colorful note card design from the Church of the Larger Fellowship.
Item 4798 | $12.00

Chalice Pierced Earrings with Pewter Charm
Pewter cast charm on silver plate.
Item 7664 | $18.00

Chalice Post-it Cube
This cube made by Post-it features 285 individual sheets for all of your note-taking needs. Printed with the chalice on all sides and at the top of each note sheet. Size: 2-3/4" x 2-3/4" x 1-3/8".
Item 7846 | $5.00

Chalice Reusable Tote
Use this reusable, fabric grocery bag for all your shopping needs
Item 7672 | $2.50

Chalice Socks
Available in Red, Striped, or...
Rainbow Chalice.
Item 2109 | $12.00

Chalice Soft Cover Journal
Available in Black, Blue, Green, Red, or Orange.
Item 7909 | $10.00

Chalice Sweat Pants
Available in Small, Medium, or Large.
Item 7887 | $40.00

Chalice T Shirt
Available in Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, XX-Large
Item 7888 | $20.00

Chalice Temporary Tattoos
Wear a symbol of your faith on your skin with a temporary tattoo.
Item 7628 | $10.00

Chalice Umbrella
Show your UU pride in all kinds of weather with this sturdy, push button to open, chalice umbrella.
Item 7839 | $20.00

Chalice Water Bottle
Quench your thirst with Unitarian Universalism!
Item 7501 | $10.00

Chalice Wire Earrings with Beads and Pewter Charm
Beautiful pewter cast charm and beads on silver plate wire earrings. Beads may vary.
Item 7684 | $18.00

Chalice Fitted T Shirt Fuchsia
Available in Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, XX-Large
Item 7889 | $25.00

Chalice Fitted T Shirt Turquoise
Available in Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, XX-Large
Item 7890 | $25.00

Chalice Messenger Bag
Available in Red or Rainbow Chalice on a black Messenger bag.
Item 2107 | $20.00

Decal - UU Oval
Our spin on the trend of airport code car decals
Item 7490 | $3.00

Double Circle Gold-Plated Chalice Pendant
Gold-plated pendant showing a traditional chalice encircled twice. 3/4 inch.
Item 7721 | $17.00

Double Circle Gold-Plated Chalice Pendant
Gold-plated pendant showing a traditional chalice encircled twice. 1 inch.
Item 7721 | $22.00

Double Circle Pewter Chalice Pendant
Pewter pendant showing a traditional chalice encircled twice. 3/4 inch.
Item 7722 | $15.00

Double Circle Pewter Chalice Pendant
Pewter pendant showing a traditional chalice encircled twice. 1 inch.
Item 7722 | $19.00

Filling the Chalice Notecards
Cynthia Landrum
Set of 8 blank folding notecards with envelopes.
Item 3122 | $10.00

Flame Necklace with Silver Chain -Teal
Make a statement and proclaim your Unitarian Universalist faith with this versatile, chic necklace—creatively embossed with the chalice flame. Chain measures 24” and the diameter of the charm is 1”. Shiny Nickel finish.
Item 7398 | $15.00

Green Chalice Pendant
Green Enamel Chalice Pendant, 7/8in Double Circle
Item 7384 | $7.00

Let Your Light Shine Pen
Let your light shine with this two-piece pen flashlight and stylus.
Item 7845 | $5.00

Let Your Little Light Shine Onesie
Available in 12-18 months.
Item 7894 | $20.00

Little Chalice Purple T Shirt
Available in Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, XX-Large
Item 7892 | $20.00

Look to This Day Note Cards
Text on front of card: “Look to this day for it is life, the very life of life”. Blank inside. Pack of 10.
Item 4800 | $12.00

Love and Help Emblem
To be awarded upon completion of the Love and Help program
Item 2057 | $12.00
**Love Poster**

“Love is hard. Do it anyway.” A daily reminder to love, to trust, to affirm—let your unique light and the lights of others shine in the world. This print’s modern design features stylized text on a rich ivory stock.

*Item 1159 | $12.00*

**Love Resists T Shirt**

Proclaim your commitment to justice with this comfortable and stylish Love Resists baseball style t-shirt. Available in sizes S – XXL.

*Item 7954 | $28.00*

**Oval Chalice Pendant**

Chalice Pendant, Pewter, 3/4in Oval

*Item 7085 | $12.00*

**Oval UU Black T Shirt**

Available in Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, XX-Large

*Item 7893 | $20.00*

**Pewter Chalice Necklace w black cord**

This necklace has a pendant that is 5/8” in diameter, is slightly domed, and has a hammered finish.

*Item 7414 | $28.00*

**Rainbow Chalice Lapel Pin**

Enamel Rainbow Chalice Lapel pin 7/8in Double Circle

*Item 7461 | $7.00*

**Rainbow Chalice Pendant**

Enamel Rainbow Chalice Pendant 7/8in Double Circle

*Item 7383 | $7.00*

**Rainbow Chalice T Shirt**

Available in Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, XX-Large

*Item 7895 | $25.00*

**Rainbow Chalice Fitted Black T Shirt**

Available in Medium, Large, X-Large

*Item 7896 | $25.00*

**Seven Principles Seed Paper**

Paper shapes embedded with wildflower seeds are a fun and interactive way to teach the seven Principles of Unitarian Universalism.

*Item 6531 | $10.00*

**Silver Chalice Bracelet**

Artisan crafted, sterling silver bangle with a knot clasp.

*Item 7417 | $49.00*

**Silver Chalice Earrings**

Artisan crafted, sterling silver earrings. They have been hand stamped with an original design honoring the Chalice.

*Item 7418 | $25.00*

**Silver Chalice Necklaces**

Sterling silver necklace that has been hand stamped with an original design honoring the chalice. Available with either a black cord or silver chain.

*Item 6398 | $28.00*

**UU Magnets**

Available in Giving Life the Shape of Justice, and Love Is Our Doctrine Service is Our Prayer

*Item 2108 | $3.00*

**UU Oval Magnet**

Bring Unitarian Universalism into your home.

*Item 7486 | $3.00*

**UU World Note Cards**

Unique and colorful note card design from the Church of the Larger Fellowship

*Item 4797 | $12.00*

**Non – UU Specific Gifts**

**Gift Certificate**

*Item GC | any amount*

**Car Chimes**

Available in 4 designs: Be the Change, Kokopelli, The Journey is Everything, and Tree of Life.

*Item 2106 | $11.00*

**Colored Pencils - pack of 12**

*Item 6500 | $5.00*

**Coexist Poster**

Syracuse Cultural Workers

Accordion poster has quotes from seven spiritual practices celebrating peace, tolerance, justice, unity and respect for the earth.

*Item 5735 | $13.00*

**Greetings and Thanks to the Natural World Poster**

In eleven hand-lettered and watercolor-illustrated panels, Greetings and Thanks honors the universal message of...
gratitude and thanksgiving.
Accordion folded.
**Item 5720 | $13.00**

**IAMTRA Cup**
**Item 5718 | $25.00**

**IAMTRA magnets**
Available in 4 designs: Brave, Fearless, Joyous, and Positive.
**Item 7685 | $5.00**

**IAMTRA notes**
25 IAMTRA Notes to post daily, weekly, monthly with your Personal Mantra.
**Item 7859 | $5.00**

**Mini Buddha Board**
Paint on the surface with water and your creation will come to life in bold design. Then as the water slowly evaporates, your art will magically disappear leaving you with a clean slate and a clear mind, ready to create a whole new masterpiece. Dimensions: 5” x 5” x ½.
**Item 6446 | $13.95**

**Musical Chimes**
Available in 4 designs. Be the Change, Dream Big, Sea Turtle, and The Journey is Everything.
**Item 2105 | $15.00**

**We Add Up Magnets**
Available in Be the Change, Organic, and Vegetarian
**Item 2103 | $5.00**

**Welcome Poster**
Accordion fold out poster, string included. The large vertical is great for public spaces: on doors, in foyers, on lecterns. Wrapped in a biodegradable cellophane bag, rather than an oil-derived plastic bag. 9" x 60"
**Item 5786 | $13.00**

**Side With Love - NEW**

**Side With Love Bumper Stickers (Pack of 10)**
Beep beep, love on board! 15" x 4". Pack of 10.
**Item 7930 | $20.00**

**Side With Love Buttons**
Yellow. Pack of 10
**Item 7960 | $12.00**

**Side With Love Rally Signs**
Pack of 10
**Item 7936 | $20.00**

**Side With Love Socks**
Available in Black or Yellow.
**Item 2100 | $12.00**

**Side With Love Adult T**
Available in sizes Small - XXL
**Item 7946 | $24.00**

**Side With Love Apron**
Features the Side with Love logo on a black apron.
**Item 7945 | $20.00**

**Side With Love Baseball Cap**
Keep the sun out of your eyes and shine the love in your heart!
**Item 7545 | $25.00**

**Side With Love Black Lives Matter Decal**
3 inch, round decal features the Black Lives Matter logo surrounded by the SWL yellow circle.
**Item 7840 | $3.00**

**Side With Love Canvas Tote Bag**
Side with love everyday with our durable, fair trade canvas tote bag.
**Item 7206 | $20.00**

**Side With Love Hoodie Sweatshirt**
Don't let icy weather get you down. Our hoodies will keep you warm and keep your love on display. Front pouch with draw strings. Available in Small - XX-Large.
**Item 7947 | $52.00**

**Side With Love Winter Hat**
Proclaim your commitment to justice in warm comfort with our SWL winter beanie.
**Item 7525 | $14.00**

**Side With Love Scoop Neck Fitted Cut T Shirt**
Available in Small - 5XL
**Item 7948 | $24.00**

**Side With Love Youth T Shirt**
Our signature yellow Side with Love t-shirts for children. Available in Youth Extra Small - Youth Large
**Item 7949 | $24.00**

**Standing on the Side of Love – SALE prices**

**Standing on the Side of Love Brochures (pack of 25)**
Standing on the Side of Love brochures are perfect for rallies, meetings, or workshops.
Flat size 11" x 8.5" or gate folded to 5.5" x 8.5" Pack of 25.
Item 7535 | $8.00

Standing on the Side of Love Bumper Stickers
Beep beep, love on board! 15" x 4". Pack of 10.
Item 7540 | $10.00

Standing on the Side of Love Button
Our buttons make excellent prizes, handouts, and giveaways for anyone that marches under the Standing on the Side of Love banner. 2.75" x 1.75". Pack of 10.
White Item 7542 | $7.00
Yellow Item 7543 | $7.00

Standing on the Side of Love Greeting Cards (pack of 10)
14pt. cover stock with blank envelopes with the Standing on the Side of Love logo on the front and a blank back. Pack of 10.
Item 7536 | $5.00

Standing on the Side of Love Lapel Stickers (pack of 100)
Whether you are planning a conference, a rally, or a lobby day, our crack-n-peel lapel stickers are a great way to identify your group message to anyone who passes by. Pack of 25.
Item 7541 | $6.00

Standing on the Side of Love Rally Signs
Pack of 10.
Item 7534 | $12.00

Standing on the Side of Love Adult T
Available in sizes S, M, L, XL, 4X, 5X
Item 7897 | $14.00

Standing on the Side of Love and UUA Chalice T
Available in Small – XX Large
Item 7898 | $14.00

Standing on the Side of Love Long Sleeved T Shirt
Activism doesn't rest when the summer ends. Our long sleeve t-shirts are a perfect three-season shirt. Available in Small - XX-Large.
Item 7900 | $17.00

Standing on the Side of Love Sweatshirt
Don't let cold weather diminish your visibility. Suit up with a SSL crewneck sweatshirt. Available in S, L, XL, 2XL
Item 7901 | $20.00

Standing on the Side of Love Scoop Neck Fitted Cut T Shirt
Available in Small - XXL
Item 7902 | $16.00

Standing on the Side of Love Youth T Shirt
Our signature yellow Standing on the Side of Love t-shirts for children. Available in Youth Extra Small – Youth Large
Item 7908 | $11.00